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Millennium Paris or Bust

THE ADVENTURE BEGINS

We sailed down the Humber on the evening of Friday, May 26th at the
beginning of our millennium adventure. It was raining and grey but the brown
waters of the Humber were flat calm as a westerly wind blew over the falling tide.
We watched Paul lighthouse and the leading lights of Thurgumbold slip by as we
dined at our window table on the P & O Ferry from Hull to Europoort in The
Netherlands. During the night the westerly wind increased and our sleep was
disturbed by the ship crashing into waves but with stabilizers there was no rolling.
We arrived at our destination late and as we drove across the old islands of
Goeree-Overvlakkee the roads were littered with bright green spring leaves and
branches. The car had been packed to overflowing with all our anticipated needs
for the following four months and it was quite a mammoth operation transferring
everything from the car to our boat, battling against the strengthening gale and
simultaneously keeping our feet on the duckboards across the waterlogged
foundations of the new, under construction, toilet block. Our boat is a 10.5m steel
wide beam canal boat to our own idiosyncratic design. She was built in 1991
when we sold our 12m seagoing ketch. She is registered as a British Ship with
the name ‘Yorkshire Maid’. The storm continued into Sunday with strong winds
(probably force 10), rain, thunder, hailstones, in fact anything that the elements
felt like throwing at us.

It was not until Tuesday that the storm had abated enough for us to set off
for Antwerp, our first step to the south. We left our small harbour at de Heen just
after 10.00 am and by 10.45 were on the Schelde-Rijn canal, having motored
down the pretty Vliet and a short distance on the Volkerak lake. The Schelde-Rijn
canal is part of a network of canals and rivers, which join the river Schelde in
Belgium to the Rhine allowing commercial shipping to reach Basle in Switzerland.
It is a friendly canal, busy with barges, large and small, but with shelving banks
and shallow lakes for wading birds and so the wash from passing traffic is soon
dissipated. There is only one lock on this canal, the Kreekrak sluis and we
reached it about 12.30 and were leaving at 13.50 hours.

The Kreekrak Sluis is enormous
with two chambers, which usually work
in conjunction with each other for up
and down traffic. There are excellent
waiting places both sides and all
shipping has to report to the Sluis
Meester on arrival, the commercial
traffic having to tell how many persons
on board as well as tonnage and
destination. Although the change in
level is only about one meter with eight
or nine barges entering the lock,
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passage through is inevitably slow. Pleasure boats are called in last and then the
great steel guillotine gates close behind them. The barges then leave one by one
with great threshing of screws and tumultuous water and it is a foolish yacht
skipper who lets go his warps before the last barge has almost left the lock. The
barges soon leave small boats behind and then there is about an hour of calm
water apart from approaching traffic before the next convoy through the lock
catches up, usually near the crossing of the border into Belgium.

There are not border posts anymore, not even a “welcome” sign but on
entering the docks of Antwerp one should report to the dock authorities by ship’s
radio and tell them of your plans. On the first occasion of reporting, giving all
details including home address, one is given an FD number (Financiele Dienst –
Finance Service) and put on the computer. On subsequent occasions one only
has to quote the number and “they” know all about you. It takes about two hours
for us to reach the centre of Antwerp. The sky usually turns a grey/yellow as we
pass the fuel refineries. We sometimes see large ocean going vessels being
manoeuvred by tugs. Small harbour boats called Flandria 1, 2, 3, etc. whiz up
and down, in and out of the side docks on essential dock business.

When we reported that we intended leaving the docks the following
morning through the Royer Sluis onto the River Schelde and would probably
spend the night in the Stratsberg dock we were told that a new marina had been
built in the Willem Dock. We reached the Stratsberg dock at 17.45 and filled with
red diesel, an essential exercise because Belgium and The United Kingdom are
the only European countries which allow pleasure craft to use the cheaper red
diesel. In France it is practically a hanging offence even to have red diesel in your
emergency jerry can. By 18.40 hours we were tied up in the new yacht harbour.
We had needed two bridges to be opened and had to wait some time for the
second but only learnt later that one man was responsible for both bridges. Our
funds were relieved of the comparatively high amount of BEF 500 – about £8.00

After our evening meal we went for a walk, primarily to find a cash point for
some Belgian francs. The nearest, following the harbour master’s directions, was
out of order and so accompanied
by two pleasant young men who
also needed cash we walked
further into the centre of the city.
Eventually both couples found
cash points, which would accept
our cards and we walked back
along the river to our boat. We had
spent a long, tiring but basically
satisfying day.

The following morning,
Wednesday 31st May, saw us
moored at 9.30 am outside the
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Royer Sluis behind a Dutch pleasure boat. Mooring facilities for pleasure boats
waiting to pass through the lock are non existent although barge skippers are
usually happy for you to moor alongside but you are expected to let go your
ropes quickly as soon as the Sluismeester starts calling ships into the lock.
Barges, especially French ones, are also very oily and dirty and fenders which
were sparkling clean the day before in readiness for the holiday soon become
very dirty and an embarrassment when you want to come alongside another
pleasure boat.

The Royer Sluis is very old
but was given new sliding gates
about four years ago. It is a tidal
lock onto the River Schelde and
operates 24 hours per day. It is
180 metres long and 22 metres
wide and so could accommodate
sixteen péniche-size barges tied
up four abreast and leave room at
the back for a few motor cruisers
and a small tug or an Esso
bunker ship. The lock masters,
with all our dimensions on
computer, are magicians at fitting

us all in, knowing that we are all anxious to get out onto the river to take full
advantage of the strongly flowing tide. This particular morning the flood had just
begun at Antwerp and the barges would be planning to reach Ghent, 80 km.
upriver, on one tide.

It was 11.25 when we motored out into the river. The sun was already hot,
the tide was strong and we covered the 19km. to Ruppelmonde (where the
Ruppel flows out into the Schelde) in good time. On our port side, having passed
the riverside walks of Antwerp, the cruise ships awaiting passengers and the gold
pinnacles of the Grotekerk twinkling in the sun, we passed the suburb and
shipyards of Hoboken. Standing at the tiller I think of “Old Blue Eyes” the boy
from Hoboken and the emigrants to a vast new continent who named their final
landfall after their small town in Belgium.

At 12.45 we were tied up outside Wintam lock at Ruppelmonde through
which we would gain access to the Brussels Sea Canal. This is the largest lock
yet, very new, about three years old and proves quite incontroversially that big is
not always best. Three pleasure boats were already waiting, some
communication had been made with “them” and still we waited. Lunch was
prepared, eaten, cleared away and eventually at 14.20 we were called into the
lock. Once tied up the skipper had to go ashore with the ship’s papers to buy a
vignette. As we were in the Flemish part of Belgium vignettes can be bought for a
whole year (BEF 2000 or £32) or for the summer months (£16) but once we were
in Wallonia we would buy a vignette for our journey, however long, costing about
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54 pence! We left the lock at 14.55 trying not to think that if we had carried on
upriver we would by now be three quarters of the way to Ghent!

The Brussels Sea Canal is not very wide but is deep enough for sea-going
vessels, the vertical concrete sides cause the wash from barges to bounce back
and forth causing the canal waters to be in constant turmoil. We tried to keep up
with the slowest of the barges so that we would have the bridges opened for us
but gradually we fell behind and with the rush hour approaching the wait at the
bridges for non commercial traffic would be longer. The contrast with the neat
houses and gardens of The Netherlands is quite marked even in such a short
distance. The houses are taller and most have shutters to the windows, bleached
by the sun and with flaking paint. At 16.40 we arrived at the lock at Zemst. The
meester here seems to be the major domo for the access to the Port of Brussels.
We only took 40 mins. to pass through here and by 18.20 were tied up to a small
visitors’ jetty at a water-ski club at Grimbergen. The club has been developed in a
turning circle on the canal and after we tied up two young men arrived with their
wet suits to indulge in their sport.  They obviously had club rules prohibiting high
speeds near the moored boats, which they conscientiously observed but I was
worried for their health, when they fell in the water. The quality of the water in the
Sea Canal has improved over the last five or six years and the smell is not quite
so indescribable but I should be frightened of poisoning rather than drowning if I
fell in!

Thursday June 1st was Ascension Day and therefore in this Roman
Catholic country a feast day and a public holiday. The delays owing to the storms
the previous weekend had caused us to overlook this fact but a call to the
sluismeester at Zemst assured us that a team was working the bridges and the
Budabrug would be opened for us. We drank coffee in the sunshine while we
waited and at 11.00 a.m. the bridge keeper arrived. There was some confusion
because he could not see us but it transpired that he was looking in the wrong
direction!

We had no intention of stopping at the Belgian Royal Yacht Club (the
BRYC – pronounced “brick”) having stayed there twice already and hoped to
reach Halle or if possible Itre and so we waved cheerily as we passed the
contingent of boats at the visitors’ jetty.

We reached the Vergote Dok, having passed under a bridge where men
were working. All was quiet in this large widening of the canal, not even barges
moored idly for the weekend. As Thursday was a public holiday many Belgian
citizens would be off work Friday as well and so enjoy a long weekend. We called
the next lock at Molenbeek on the ship’s radio to announce our impending arrival
and mention was made of problems with a bridge. Green lights were shining and
the lock gates were open and in we went, the gates closing smartly behind us.
What service! When the waters in the lock had finished rising James went ashore
to speak to the lock keeper and was told the dreadful news that because a bridge
was being dismantled and was therefore dangerous the whole section of the
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canal through Brussels was closed until midnight on Sunday. Which bridge!
Where? What should we do? We should go back to the BRYC. The lock was
drained and we reversed to the Vergote Dok. We looked at the chart. Where was
this bridge? We telephoned Anderlecht. The lockkeeper answered, he was
working and there was no problem. We called the lock keeper at Molenbeek
again but he was adamant, the canal was closed and when we pointed out that
we had already passed once through this dangerous bridge he became almost
apoplectic. Suddenly the Vergote Dok re-echoed with a string of Anglo-Saxon
oaths of which James has a large vocabulary and steam was almost issuing from
his ears! The workmen on the bridge were by now lowering chunks of iron into
the raft below them making the use of the boat’s horn most necessary and they
temporarily ceased operations and allowed us through. We tied up to the visitors’
jetty at the BRYC, still seething, helped by friendly Dutch people who asked “Why
are you here? We have just waved to you”. It was 1.30 p.m., time for lunch and
time to consider what we should do with ourselves for the next three days.

The BRYC is in a widening of the canal at the foot of a wooded hill which
rises through parkland to the Heysel where one can visit the Atomium, the
miniature Europe and eat at a variety of European restaurants. It was originally
part of the royal estates and the king kept his yacht in the basin. The clubhouse
is built in the grand style with a terrace over-looking the marina and a many
windowed restaurant where normally one could dine well. The basement houses
showers etc. and washing machines. Unfortunately the whole place is becoming
more and more dilapidated. The majority of Belgian boat owners keep their boats
in Zeeland where the well appointed marinas lie beside clean expanses of open
water in the Delta and which they can reach every weekend in an hour by car. On
the opposite side of the Sea Canal is a large electric power station which uses all
the rubbish from Brussels as fuel and a procession of refuse lorries waits every
daylight minute. On the Heysel side is a very busy dual carriageway and
overhead is the flight path to Brussels airport. The ideal place to spend a
weekend!

During the weekend we made friends with the crews of three traditional
Dutch boats from Brouwershaven who like us were hoping to visit Paris. They
were three elderly couples. Louis was 79 and his wife 81. They all seemed to
have physical disabilities of one sort or another except for Elizabeth, the
youngest on whom they all relied. They were very upset that the canal was
closed because they had already been delayed in Antwerp the previous weekend
because of the storm and Elizabeth still worked and so did not enjoy the freedom,
which the rest of us had.

Jimmy and I decided that we would go to Dunkirk to see the very last
reunion of the Little Ships and so on Friday caught the tram to the Gare du Nord
in the centre of Brussels to explore the possibilities of getting there. The tram
stops just behind the BRYC club house but unfortunately the twenty or so steps
from the harbour level to the road are in a very poor state of repair and cordoned
off and so a long hike along the gently rising service road to the main road and
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back the same distance along the busy road to the bridge is necessary. This is a
walk of well over a mile.

The trams run frequently and on time. They follow a route through old
suburbs, the tall houses now divided into many separate homes and the shops
and smells more indicative of the Eastern Mediterranean than Western Europe.
The tram then dives underground, becoming almost a metro train and we are
soon disembarking at the busy international station of the Gare du Nord. The
smartly dressed, bespectacled gentleman manning the Enquiry desk was a most
consummate actor. At our question “Could we go by train from Brussels to
Dunkirk?” he frowned, sighed, hunched his shoulders and tapped the keyboard of
his computer. After more sighing he informed us that it is possible but would
entail two changes of train and a three-hour journey each way. The cost passed
me by, I had given up all thoughts of the journey. However he relaxed, his eyes
twinkled like a conjuror about to produce his rabbit from the hat. “There is another
way”. There is a train every hour direct to De Panne on the coast. From there he
was fairly certain we could catch a bus across the border into France and so to
nearby Dunkirk. There was a train at 9.55 on Saturday morning and he wrote
down the telephone number of the bus company for us. We returned to the boat
making our plans for the following day.

While we had been away from the BRYC our Dutch friends had not been
idle. Louis had ‘phoned the Haven Dienst (the authority for the Port of Brussels)
to gain further information about the stoppage on the canal. As was to be
expected neither the chief nor his deputy was in attendance having taken an
extra day’s holiday and only the secretary was available. She did a good
secretarial job of stonewalling, increasing Louis’ anger. Eventually he said he had
paid a lot of money for his vignette and expected better service than he was
getting. Her reply was that his vignette did not guarantee anything, pleasure
boats had no rights on the Sea Canal. They were merely tolerated!

Saturday morning was warm. We left the boat at 8.30 am to catch the 9.00
am tram. We managed to buy an English newspaper, the Times, and boarded
the train which left precisely on time. We ‘phoned the bus company from the train
and were told that there was a bus at 7 minutes past every hour. We settled back
to watch the Belgian country side flash by, many of the towns familiar from our
journeys on the canals. We arrived at De Panne at two minutes past twelve just
as the bus was pulling into the terminus only a pavement’s width from the train.
Our bubble of elation was quickly burst, the bus driver expected us to pay our
fare in French francs. Why? We are in Belgium? Half-a-dozen people were
pressing behind us trying to board the bus. They were also English and had
travelled along the coast from Nieuwpoort on the coastal tram and also wanted to
visit Dunkirk. Pandemonium ensued. We tried the railway ticket office, they were
most apologetic but could not change our Belgian francs into French. Try the bar!
The bartender was more helpful, but we had to buy something and he would give
us change in French francs. Imagine asking a Yorkshireman to buy a pint and
leave it on the bar simply to get some foreign money! Jimmy was not having that,
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instead he ran from the bar waving a £20 note to the bus driver who by now was
leaving the terminus. He tried not to see us but a lady passenger who had seen
the whole of this drama take place over the preceding five minutes told him to
stop and calling us into the bus paid our fare. We were so grateful and insisted
that she accept our Belgian francs. She obviously made this journey often and
would be able to use them on her return to De Panne. She gave us four tickets,
which seemed quite logical, there were two of us and we had asked for returns.
We relaxed in our seats totally ignored by the Brits at the back of the bus who
having solved their problems probably thought we had let the side down. We
were just passing the old customs’ post at the border when our benefactress
stood up, took two of our tickets and showed us how to “compost” them on a
small machine half-way down the bus. Our journey was in two halves, each with
a separate ticket, even though we had not stopped at the border. There were

smiles of thanks once
again while inwardly
we were making
remarks about a
European community,
open borders, etc.

The bus
eventually set us down
alongside the dock
where “the little ships”
were lying three
abreast, against the
quay. They were all
dressed overall, their

tiny flags and bunting dancing gaily in the breeze. Voices, mostly English, were
talking in that excited way that people have when they have reached calmer
waters after a hazardous passage. Many of the people crewing these boats were
the sons and daughters or other relatives of the original skippers. Some boats
were still owned by the same families while others had been found gently rotting
away in tidal backwaters and had been lovingly restored. Crossing the English
Channel, even in these days of GPS and constant communication with the ever
watchful Dover coastguard is still a great undertaking for small ships and each
crew had its own tale to tell and other older memories to share. We walked the
length of the quay among the jostling crowds and the smart old soldiers wearing
their medals.

We found a cash point and as a steady drizzle began to fall we found a
crowded bistro where we ate indifferent pizzas before deciding to make our way
back to Brussels. The return journey was uneventful apart from a spectacular
thunderstorm as we passed through Aalst. We were in front of the storm by the
time we reached Brussels and were back in our boat with a five-minute safety
margin before the storm struck us.
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Sunday was a day of “make do and mend” and chatting to our neighbours.
During the evening the German skipper of ”Rubber Duck” which was normally
kept in Roermond came and drank our whisky and put us to shame by quoting
Shakespeare’s famous speeches. Between the three of us we reorganised the
European Union and whole-heartedly agreed with his assertion that there ought
to be only one language, namely English. He was a most pleasant man!

Monday poured with rain all day and although some visitors left the BRYC,
including the three Dutch couples in their small traditional boats, we were not the
only ones to postpone our leaving until the following day. Among other things, we
settled down to read carefully the information, which we had received, from the
VNF (Voies Navigables de France). One important item, which we had
overlooked, was that a bridge at Tupigny on the Sambre-Oise Canal was going to
close for two weeks beginning 15th June for essential repairs. We had just ten
days to reach this bridge and who knew what hold-up lay in wait for us?

LEAVING BRUSSELS AT LAST

Tuesday the 6th June dawned cool and grey but improved steadily as the
day wore on. We caught up with a couple on a Dutch boat from Sliedrecht called
Carpe Diem and travelled with them through all the locks to Ronquières. At Halle
both boats took advantage of the quay just 20 metres from a Del Haize
supermarket and we pushed our trolleys back to the boats to replenish our
dwindling stores. Jimmy made the mistake of buying several bottles of wine. The
choice, price and quality at Del Haize are always good, but we had not realised
that in France they all get even better! Later we were glad we had bought plenty
of Spa water because we did not really like the French bottled waters and
eventually regularly bought Italian Pelligrino. At the thirteen-metre lock at Itre we
also caught up with “Rubber Duck” and the three of us lay together at Ronquières
where there was quite a
traffic jam. The hold up in
Brussels had, of course,
affected the freight barges
and the lock keepers were
doing their best to clear the
backlog. “Rubber Duck”
was able to get away at
about 7.00 p.m. but we
chose to wait until
Wednesday morning.

The Inclined Plane at
Ronquières must be one of
the wonders of the modern world. It carries boats up 70 metres while travelling
1.5 km. over the ground. Two rectangular containers, filled with water and each
large enough to accommodate two péniches or one larger and wider craft, are
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hauled up the “hypotenuse” on railway lines and many wheels, replacing a flight
of seventeen locks up the hillside. We originally thought that the two containers
counterbalanced each other but they work quite independently although it seems
inevitable that as one ascends the other descends. This was to be our third
ascent but we were still just as excited as the first time. We were called into the
box by the lock keeper to follow a coal-laden barge called “Dependant” and in
turn we were followed by a Dutch sailing yacht, carrying her lowered mast, called
“Doffer”. It is essential to tie up well in the box, springs as well as lines fore and
aft because as the box sets off the water in the container surges backwards and
forwards in an alarming way. Unfortunately there are no intermediate bollards
and so improvisation is needed for tying springs. “Doffer” saw the need for an
extra rope and tied a breast rope to the safety railing at the edge of the walkway.

At the great lock at Itre everyone had bought a vignette for our journeys
through Wallonia, the same price regardless of the length of the journey and so
the skipper has now to walk along the side of the container and climb the high
ladder into the “driver’s” control tower to have the first stamp put on his vignette. I

am told that it is a breath taking
and stomach churning experience
but that the view is fantastic.
Doffer’s inadequate rope work
was shown when our journey
came to an end some thirty
minutes later. “Dependant” set off
with much screw turning and
thrashing of water and whether
because he had let go too soon
or his stern rope broke I don’t
know but Doffer slewed across
the container, hanging by his bow
rope and his mast narrowly

missing our starboard windows. As we left the container we passed Doffer’s crew
tying up to the waiting jetty, no doubt to check for possible damage and possibly
spend a few quiet minutes in thankful prayer.

The landscape above the Inclined Plane is completely different from that
below. Between Brussels and Ronquières the canal cuts through decaying
industry and depressing suburbs, seemingly endless second-hand car emporia
and run-down property. Even after the great lock at Itre where the banks of the
canal become wooded, there are derelict iron works with rusting machinery and
slagheaps, prey to vandals and graffiti. Above Ronquières the countryside opens
out into rolling hills dotted with farmhouses and grazing sheep, the water is clean
and clear with water fowl and herons, always a sure indication of fish, as also of
course of anglers on the bank.
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Overshadowing the whole is the eleven-storey tower at the head of the
Inclined Plane. Originally we assumed that it was an integral part of the workings
of the Plane but not so. The designing engineer knew his countrymen and that
they would come to admire his work and so the tower was built as an extra
attraction. The bottom storeys house a museum dedicated to the Belgian
waterways and the people who spend their lives working on them. The exhibition
is depicted in a series of tableaux with a commentary. After paying an entrance
fee visitors are each given a set of headphones which pick up a commentary in
the language of one’s choice and so each visitor listens to his own personal
guide. In our case the guide was the mellifluous Tim Piggot Smith. After the
museum the visitor is whisked by a lift to the enclosed viewing platform on the
ninth floor. Here one looks down on hovering kestrels and cars like Dinkey toys
travelling the thread-like lanes. At each point of the compass are maps and
charts to help the visitor to identify what he can see. Attention is even drawn to
the largest slagheap in the world near Charleroi and the battlefield of Waterloo.

After Ronquières the canal travels on one contour round the hill to the three
large locks down to Charleroi, a journey which takes about two hours. We arrived
at the first of these locks just as our coal carrying companion “Dependant” was
about to enter and so we squeezed in behind. These three locks each have
floating bollards but as we were at the back only one was available to us for our
stern rope and so I had the task of walking my forward rope down the fixed
bollards of the lock chamber which, of course, as the water fell away, became
more slimy and muddy. “Madam” who was at the controls of “Dependant” kept
her motor running all the time and left each lock with maximum revolutions which
set the water “boiling”. At the third lock a gardener reminded us that we needed
our vignette (les papiers) stamped and so I offered to take them ashore. The
gates of the three locks are unusual in that they hang from beams high up and so
like curtains are drawn aside to let traffic in and out. Consequently the walkway
across seems less wide than usual but the gallant gardener waited to see me
across. As we had neglected to go ashore at the two previous locks the lock
keeper had difficulty finding us on his computer and after much banging on his
keyboard he resorted to the tried and trusted technology and took our details with
pen and paper.

THE RIVER SAMBRE

Soon after the third lock “Dependant” pulled into a coal quay and we were
able to travel along at our own speed in calmer waters. Shortly after leaving her
behind we arrived at the junction of the Brussels-Charleroi canal and the river
Sambre. A left turn takes the traveller through Charleroi and on down the Sambre
to its confluence with the Meuse at Namur. We had made this journey two
summers before. A right turn brings the traveller into La Haute Sambre where
one journeys upstream to the French border. The skipper of “Rubber Duck” had
waxed lyrical over this journey. First, however, a word must be made about the
left turn into Charleroi. Almost immediately one enters a lock, which appears to
be situated in the middle of a steel works. On the left is a quay where barges full
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of scrap are unloaded by giant electro-magnets, which pick up the metal and then
dump it on a heap. Other magnets then transport it into the foundry. The noise is
horrific and neither the barge skipper nor his family wears ear protectors. The
water in the lock chamber is black and stinking, bubbles rise to the surface and
steam rises slowly from the water to a height of about a foot before it disperses.
The whole scene and experience is so awful that we have dubbed the lock “The
gate to hell”. Unsurprisingly we have found other boat travellers have used the
same name!

On this occasion, however, we were turning right. There was no obvious or
sudden improvement in our surroundings. We were at first on a parallel course
with the canal and so now we saw the rear of industrial buildings in all their
decrepitude which we had seen from the canal. Here among the layers of dust
and grime some little urchins were playing on the quay, almost like a scene from
“Our Mutual Friend”. Towards the back of the quay a once white caravan served
as their home, grey washing flapping from a line. Had they really improved their
lives by travelling west across Europe to this awful place?

The width of the river became restricted by barges tied-up on both sides.
We were coming to the town of Marchienne and we had read that we could buy
diesel here. We were anxious to enter France with as much red diesel as
possible because we were worried by the tales we had heard that to buy diesel in
France entailed carrying it in jerry cans from roadside garages. It is also not
permitted to buy red diesel for pleasure craft but it is permitted to enter from
“abroad” with red diesel in the tank, provided one has all the necessary receipts.
Suddenly, on a building on the quayside, we saw the magic word “Mazout”
(Belgian for gas-oil or red diesel) We tied to a barge and blew our horn. An old
lady appeared from an upstairs window and we tried to convey to her in French
what we wanted. She looked puzzled and withdrew her head. An older man
appeared and started to speak in Flemish; this was better. He shouted to
someone at street level and a very trim blond lady appeared by the quay wall.
Dressed in a smart black skirt and black sweater she started to heave a heavy
black pipe across the road and onto a metal bracket placed on the wall. While
she and Jimmy were making their transactions another horn was heard and a
large barge came gliding up the river behind us. The skipper moved smartly
along his side deck and threw a large rope onto the barge to which we were tied
and with two deft turns round his forward bollards brought his barge to a halt
inches from our stern. My face must have registered my concern because he
winked at me cheerily, climbed across the inside barge and onto the harbour wall
where he was greeted with cries of delight and kisses by our blond lady.

Having bought 200 litres of diesel we passed through the lock at Monceau
and onto lock 9 at Landelies. This lock was much smaller than any we had come
through – more like the Calder and Hebble! – it was 46m x 5m and was worked
by hand by a smart young lock keeper. It was now 5.00 p.m. and we had been on
the move since 9.15 am and so we were pleased when he directed us to
moorings just above the lock. It was a small club with jetties in the arm down to
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the weir at the side of the lock. While we were tying up and talking to the Harbour
Master he received a telephone call, a Dutch voice asking if he had room for the
night. Five minutes later our three Dutch couples came into the harbour led by
Elizabeth in her boat “Tobberdancer”. After they had made themselves secure we
asked how they had appeared behind us when they had left Brussels the day
before. Apparently, after coming up the Inclined Plane at Ronquières they could
not miss the opportunity of taking a detour to the Ascenseurs on the Canal du
Centre. There are four ships’ lifts, each falling about 20 m, and powered solely by
water. The oldest is about 100 years old and was designed by the English
engineer who designed the original Anderton lift in Cheshire. The other three lifts
were finished by German engineers during the 1914-18 war. All four are national
monuments in Belgium. At present they are still used for commercial traffic but
they are being replaced by one enormous lift which is being built at Strepy-Thieu
for much larger barges. It is intended that these four ancient lifts will still be
maintained by the Belgian government for pleasure boats. We passed through
them in 1997 and they are an experience not to be missed.

At 9.40 the following
morning we left Landelies.
The sky was blue, the
glass was rising, it was
going to be a beautiful
day. While in the first lock
we raised our sunshade,
which we had bought
during the winter
especially for this trip to
France. We had checked
the height of all the
bridges and we would be
able to pass under without
difficulty with the shade
raised. La Haute Sambre
was everything our German friend had promised. It meandered through low-lying
meadows where cattle grazed. Sometimes on one side of the river the land rose
sharply and was well wooded with pretty houses built in clearings up the hillside.
Small villages lay well back from the water on rising ground beyond the
meadows.

At midday we passed through Thuin, a busy stopping place for barges. In
fact many Belgian barges have Thuin painted on their sterns as their port of
origin. There were many places to stay and one by a park side dedicated to
pleasure boats. Normally after a morning’s travelling we would tie up in such a
place and call it a day but with repairs to the bridge at Tupigny in mind we
pressed on. Lobbes was another attractive stopping place, which we regretfully
passed and by mid afternoon we were on the outskirts of Jeumont. We passed
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the old customs quay and waved to a 16m. converted barge, “Jonas”, flying the
red duster and were dismayed to find that the diesel pumps which were marked
on the charts were no longer there. We had assured Louis the previous evening
that he would be able to buy diesel there. We later learned that the owner had
retired only shortly before. The river took a right turn and became much wider
and there on the starboard side was our first French Relais Fluviale. It was ten
minutes past four, we had passed through eight locks on a beautiful day and we
were “en France”.

EN FRANCE

At ten minutes past four on the afternoon of June 8th, we tied up at Jeumont
and realised just how hot it was. The relais fluviale was basic but workmen were
busy with new “yacht provisions” and landscape gardeners were laying out the
ground between the jetty and the road bridge which lay behind us. In front a
similar distance away was a railway bridge over the river and on the opposite
bank was a new development of apartment blocks, all possible sources of noise.

Noise however was the least of our worries. Our main objective now was to
locate and buy some propane gas. It is one of the peculiarities of the European
Community that bottles of gas bought in The Netherlands cannot be exchanged
in Belgium and gas bottles bought in these two countries cannot be exchanged in
France. When planning our grand tour we had considered equipping ourselves
with Camping Gaz but a casual encounter in our local ironmonger’s and a
conversation with a man who regularly took his “camper” caravan to France
confirmed our suspicions that Camping Gaz is very expensive and not always
readily available. It was then that we remembered Ronnie and Charlie Bootle.
Ronnie and Charlie in their narrowboat “Berengaria”, along with friends in another

narrowboat “Guiding Light” had,
during the 1990’s, become
quite famous in The
Netherlands. Stories about
them had appeared quite
regularly in Dutch boating
magazines, we had seen them
in Sneek, our friends had seen
them in Almere and
harbourmasters in Friesland
and North Holland had told us
that they had visited their
harbours. Consequently as we
prepared lunch in September

1998 outside a lock on the river Meuse upstream of Dinant it did not seem
strange that seeing Berengaria approaching the lock we should wave and shout
like old friends.
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 Ronnie and Charlie, being the couple they are, waved and smiled and did
not hesitate to pull up by us for a cuppa and a chat. Their friends in “Kindly Light”
had gone back to England and so Ronnie and Charlie had taken up winter
moorings at Antoing in Belgium and were on their way back there after spending
the whole summer touring through northern and central France. After non-stop
talking we eventually exchanged names and addresses and went our separate
ways. Ronnie and Charlie would have solved the problem of “GAS” and so
without more hesitation we telephoned them. They had brought “Berengaria”
home in the autumn of ’99 and if we cared to make the journey down the A1 to
Cambridgeshire, Charlie had two French gas bottles for sale. We made the
journey on an extremely hot Sunday in May and were entertained for lunch by
Ronnie while Jimmy and Charlie struck a deal over the gas bottles, one empty,
one half full, and they gave us various charts of French canals as well. These we
found extremely useful as they contained extra notes by Ronnie giving the
locations of large supermarkets, good moorings, etc., etc.

Having secured the boat in Jeumont we crossed the road bridge and asked
about gas at the first likely place, a plumbers. He directed us up the hill into the
town to the Supermarket. His directions sent us up twenty or more steps because
the oldest part of Jeumont, like many towns in France, is well above the flood
plain. Beginning to feel a bit lost, we asked again, and there was the “Stoc”
supermarché and there in the car park, near the petrol pumps in a secure cage
were several shapes and sizes of gas bottles. We popped into the supermarket
and bought one or two necessities and then walked back down the hill, keeping
to the main roads and pavements so that we would know an easier way for
pulling the shopping trolley loaded with the gas bottle next morning.

Soon after ten o’clock the following morning we were on our way, having
located a “hole in the wall” for money, bought our new gas bottle and spent a
quiet night. The trains seemed to stop about 10.00 p.m. and the residents of the
apartments seemed to retire earlier than us!

We were
hardly underway
when we came to
the lock at
Jeumont. Jimmy
went ashore to buy
his licence from the
lock keeper who
also supplied him
with our own
personal guide
“Sesame”. Sesame
is a remote control,
which we used to
operate the locks.
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“He” was programmed in several languages and so the text messages in English
flashed on the screen. About 100 m from the lock we pressed on a button and
sometimes received the message “no signal, come closer” but normally “the lock
is being prepared for you” and the gates opened and we entered. We made sure
we were properly tied up before pressing the button again and because we were
going uphill the lock filled with water, we rose majestically about a metre and then
when the water in the lock had calmed down, bells rang and the upper gates
opened. “Leave quickly, have a good journey. Your next lock is x kilometres”. It

was wonderful. Just
once we were
disconcerted when,
on reading the
screen, we were
told that it was
10.45 p.m. on the
15th August 2005!

We stopped
by a grassy quay at
Hautmont for 40
minutes for lunch
and finally switched
off at Berlaimont at
5.00 p.m. We were

looking for the relais fluviale at Hautmont but where the chart indicated a floating
pontoon with electricity and water should lie there was nothing. The grassy quay
was presumably intended to replace it as it had proper facilities for tying up but
no water or electricity.  The mooring at Berlaimont was not on the chart but here
was a resident lock keeper who directed us to it after we told him we were going
a little further to a relais fluviale at Hachette. He told us it was no longer there and
as we saw the following morning he was absolutely correct, only a few forlorn
poles sticking out of the water indicating a past presence. The quay at Berlaimont
was most inviting with lampposts painted dark blue supporting four branched
lamps on each. There were matching garden seats and containers for rubbish
bags. Terraced gardens rose steeply from the quay to the houses high up above
river level and a narrow passage and flight of steps gave access to the main
street. Here we found the Tabac and bought postage stamps and a T.V.
magazine and saw Madame, through the open door of the boulangerie, rolling
her dough for that evening’s baking of baguettes. We talked to a couple sitting at
the quayside and were given directions of how to find the nearby supermarket the
following morning. As it happened we decided after breakfast to carry on further
because it would be useful to find a relais fluviale with facilities for a weekend
stay.

We left Berlaimont at 9.10 and by 11.45 we had switched off the engine at
Landrecies. Here, above the lock, we found a jetty about 40 m long equipped
with water taps and electricity sockets. Tied at the centre of the jetty was Louis’
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boat and so we tied up behind him slightly overlapping the public slipway. Louis
was busily tying a Camping Gaz bottle to the carrier of his bicycle ready to go in
search of a replacement. There was a “chandlery” at the back of the quay but it
did not stock gas and had not been very helpful to Louis for finding a shop, which
did. We were once again grateful to Ronnie and Charlie. The other two Dutch
boats had made their own moorings on a grassy bank further up the river (or
rather canal from now on). On the other side of the slip was a large steel motor
boat wearing the Belgian flag with the skipper on a float in the water dealing with
rusty patches on his hull. Owning a steel boat is very much like owning the Forth
Railway Bridge!

I set forth, shopping bag in hand to explore the town only to be hailed by
the Belgian skipper who informed me that the shops were closed. I must have
registered my dismay because he smiled and said they would all open again at
“quatorze heures”. I had forgotten that many French shops close at lunchtime,
sometimes for two or three hours. We tried again after two o’clock and just 50
metres up the road found a Stoc Supermarché. I left Jimmy to drool over the
enormous choice of wine and to scrutinise the ingredients of the various bottled
waters while I picked and weighed my vegetables and chose fresh meat and
cheese.

Not long after we returned from shopping two large Dutch motor boats
came through the lock. Each was about 12 metres long plus swimming platforms
and davits from which swung large inflatable dinghies. They each had flying
bridges with goal post masts more suitable for shark fishing off the Florida coast.
One tied up in front of us easily but try as the second might there was no room to
lie between us. The skipper pointed to his eye and shouted “kijk” (look) to us. We
were looking, fearful for what his boarding platform and davits would do to our
stern. Jimmy’s suggestion that they lie outside the other boat was treated with
contempt and we refused to overlap the slipway any more especially as it was a
holiday weekend (Whitsuntide). There could be dozens of speedboats using the
slip. There was an impasse but eventually the stubbornness of the Brits won
through and the Dutch skipper, with the help of lubricating oil, unlocked the
padlock and shackles holding his dinghy and his mate moved the small cruiser at
the other end of the jetty and somehow they squeezed in. I think Elizabeth had
been watching the whole performance from her boat and came to talk to us and
criticise her fellow countrymen. Indeed the following day she made a great
performance herself of passing the Dutch boats to fill countless buckets of water
at the tap on the jetty. She was doing the washing. We offered to have her boat
tie alongside to make things easier but she said she had all day and the
experience was good. I think she was very frustrated. This was the third enforced
stop, the storm at Antwerp, the hold up at Brussels and now Whit. Weekend. We
had learned from the Belgian that in this part of France Monday was also a
holiday on the canals. The plans of the three Dutch boats to reach Paris, even if
we got through Tupigny in time were fast receding – Elizabeth was still earning a
living and had to be home by mid July.
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Later on Saturday afternoon we were visited by the lady from the British
converted barge “Jonas”. We had both been moored in Berlaimont. Apparently
they were now lying below the lock with several barges whose crews were
preparing for a holiday shindig. She had come to see if there was room on the
jetty. Jimmy was still fired up and voiced his opinion that these jetties were for
“yachts” and were not intended for 20 m, 50 ton barge conversions. She replied
that they often tied Jonas to the relais jetties and smaller boats were welcome to
tie outside (*!?!!!). We suddenly realised that the broken jetties we had
encountered on previous trips to NW France, particularly Dunkirk, might not be
the fault of local vandals but too large boats causing stress when they surged to
and fro from the sucking of passing traffic. I think she was quite taken aback at
our reaction when we learnt that Jonas had over wintered with its crew in Veurne
in Belgium, probably at no cost, and that in 16 years her crew had not taken the
trouble to learn some Flemish!

During the weekend I cleaned all the fenders. They were very dirty after the
oil and coal from the great locks above Charleroi. Since coming up the Haute
Sambre the lock sides had only been muddy and so cleaning fenders would not
be a waste of time. I also had my first experience of being a gentleman’s barber.
For two or three years Jimmy has been visited every five weeks or so by Alison,
his own personal hairdresser, to give him “twos and threes” since he decided not
to follow a “Bobby Charlton” style of hair. Before leaving home I had bought a
home hairdressing kit and so proceeded to try my hand at it. My first attempt
produced two grebe-like tufts on his head but as the holiday progressed I
improved.

On Whit-Monday we got out our new folding bicycles which we had not
ridden for any distance. We explored the country lanes around Landrecies. They
were reminiscent of the Cheshire lanes of my childhood and thoroughly
enjoyable.

Tuesday June 13th began with a misty, drizzly morning. We left Landrecies
at 9.30, deciding that an earlier start would only involve us with the péniches,
which had been tied up all weekend below the lock. They would have
precedence in the locks and we would be frustrated. We reached Écluse
d’Abbaye at 10.40 where we said goodbye to “Sesame”. He had been our
cheerful guide up the river Sambre seeing us through 9 locks but we had now
reached the summit of the hill and would be on the Canal de la Sambre à l’Oise,
beginning our descent all the way to the valley of the river Oise. Very soon after
l’Abbaye we caught up with the last of the péniches and asked over the ship’s
radio if we could overtake. He replied “yes, before the bridge”. The canal was
narrow and twisting but we managed, waving our thanks as we passed. Once
through the bridge the canal opened into a wide turning circle with moorings for
yachts on our right and an écluse straight ahead, open with a welcoming green
light. There was no lock keeper. Was the lock prepared for the péniche or us?
What should we do? We grabbed luck with both hands and went in. Tying up was
easy, the lock was full of water and we were now going downhill. By the ladder
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were two vertical rods, one blue, one red and a notice to pull down the red rod for
emergency and to pull up the blue rod in order “à bassiner”. We obeyed
instructions, motors somewhere buzzed, the gates behind closed, lock paddles in
the front gates opened and water began to disappear rapidly. We tended our
ropes and within a short space of time were leaving the lock. There were small
detectors almost at water level as we left the lock and so we left slowly making
sure the detectors had noted our passage. In this way the many locks and the
kilometres passed quickly. We motored through woods and open countryside
with very little sign of habitation, no lock cottages, just small locked buildings
housing the motors for the automatic gear. The day was gradually becoming
hotter and hotter. There was just one hold-up about half way down the ladder of
locks when we were given a green light, then red and the lock gates opened half
way and then closed again. A man was in the control hut and it seemed that
something underwater was preventing the top gates from closing properly. After
about five minutes everything seemed to be to his satisfaction and he waved us
forward, and having set the lock in motion drove off.

At exactly one o’clock we arrived at Etreux and the first of the manual
locks. A man in a bright blue shirt was waiting for us and began the laborious
task of winding the top gates closed and turning ground and gate paddles to let
out the water. We thanked him and asked if he would tell the next éclusier that
we were coming. “C’est moi!” he replied. While leaving the next lock I noticed a
useful grassy quay and said we would like to stop to eat and so we arranged to
be ready for 2.00 p.m. On the dot a VNF van arrived and started work as we
moved slowly towards the next lock. Then another van arrived driven by “our”
lock keeper. How embarrassing! Happily all was smiles and so for several locks
we had a team of two sharing the work, sometimes joined by a third man. By this
means by 4.00 p.m. we had reached the bridges at Tupigny. Which of the two
was to be repaired we did not know, nor care, they were turning bridges and both
looked in dire need. The water was shallow and we proceeded with care past a
ruined castle/abbey feeling as if we were navigating the moat. We’d done it! We
started to ask “Les Bleus” about a mooring for the night and they told us to stop
after the next écluse “a la droite”. After the lock there was a large turning circle,
probably shallow, occupied by many anglers. As the team closed the lock gates
they waved us further on and sure enough on the canal side was Elizabeth and
her charges and we pulled in behind them making our own moorings with
shackles attached to the iron edging of the canal. We had negotiated 20 écluses
that day but from now on we could set a more leisurely pace.

After a very quiet night at the side of the canal with no near-by roads to
disturb our sleep and just bird song to wake us early we set off at 9.30 am to
complete the last three locks of the “ladder” assisted by the “team”. At the
penultimate lock (écluse 24) there seemed to be a coffee break with several team
members sitting at a table outside the lockkeeper’s cottage. The gardens on each
side of the lock were a riot of colour and Disney world in miniature, there were so
many small statues of Snow White, Dwarves, Bambis, Thumpers, etc., etc.
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At exactly 12
noon we arrived at
Écluse 25 and
were given our
next remote
control device,
“Basineé”. It
seemed to be a
more simple
mechanism than
Sesame but also
had a screen for
text messages but
its only vocabulary
was “OK” Below

the lock was a very large turning circle but the inviting tree lined side was not
suitable for mooring and the recommended place was in the shadow of
enormous grain silos with high quays more suitable for barges. Louis had his
bicycle out again and kindly helped us with our ropes. He then set off to look for
diesel. He would have to find a roadside garage and bring the diesel back in a
jerry can. After coffee we decided to carry on in the hope of finding a better place
and just before Basinneé’s second lock we found one.

As on the previous night we used our shackles attached to the iron edging
of the canal to secure our ropes. In this instance the top edge of the iron had a
capping which made a flat surface about 3 inches wide but enough to use as a
help when stepping ashore. Nearby anglers sat on the towpath and a lady came
in and out of the cottage by the lock. Apart from the sound of trickling water and
the beautiful birdsong all was quiet. We got out the bicycles intent on exploring
the village on the opposite side of the canal. When we reached the road over the
lock we saw the reason for the quietness. The road was closed while men were
working on an enormous hole just over the bridge. Cyclists were directed to a
footpath across the field. We were about to take to the country-way when we
heard motors on the canal. It was the three Dutch boats. They also had
abandoned the silos. We watched from the bridge as Elizabeth marshalled her
charges into the lock. Her own boat went as far forward as possible to allow the
other two smaller boats to squeeze in. They each had a remote control, which
they pressed in turn and six voices shouted “OK OK OK!” and the lock gates
began to close. They had apparently tried to cope with one remote control but
had had no success and so had had to call for help. Elizabeth did not think that
they would reach Paris, which was a great disappointment but they would still be
able to travel through the Ardennes to reach the river Meuse and thence to The
Netherlands. We wished them “Goede Reis” and set off with our bicycles to
explore the village of Ribemont.
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Once we had regained the road it ran straight and flat away from the canal
for about a kilometre and passed over four fast flowing streams, which I thought
could possibly be the headwaters of the river Oise. I later learnt that I was
correct. We came to a junction and after asking the way were told to take the left
turn. This was one way only for down hill traffic. It was very, very steep and we
pushed our bicycles to the top. Cars apparently went round the back of the hill on
a more gradual ascent. We found an Intermarché supermarket and bought fresh
food and several bottles of Stella Artois at a good price. Unfortunately two bottles
failed to survive the steep return journey and my brakes complained bitterly, they
grew so hot.

The following day was grey but very warm. Using the clear canal water we
washed the boat from stem to stern. She looked much better. During the
afternoon we went cycling again on our side of the canal this time through the
village of Sissy. It was a farming village and looked very prosperous. I was able
to examine at closer quarters the large hanging growths I had seen from trees
along the canal sides and confirmed my suspicions that it was mistletoe. I had
never seen so much, indeed, had I ever seen any growing before except in
pictures! The traffic on the canal was minimal, just two commercial boats all day.

On Friday 16th June we left Ribemont early and with Basineé’s help
negotiated eight locks before reaching Fargniers where we handed him back to
the V.N.F. At Fargniers we joined the St. Quentin canal and had to pass through
four more locks before reaching our goal for that day, Chauny. These four are
double locks of péniche size, 38.5m. x 5.5m., controlled by friendly lock keepers
and so passage was quite swift and we reached Chauny at ten past two. At
Chauny there is a Base Fluviale with short finger jetties more suitable for
speedboats. A very friendly club member helped us tie up. I explored the facilities
and discovered a laundry room with washing and drying machines. I talked to the
student harbour master and paid for using the machines. Strangely he did not
charge for mooring, just electricity which we did not need but we later found that
we needed a key. He locked everywhere up at 7pm. Fortunately I had made
friends with a Belgian Lady who lent me her key, then her husband needed it to
open the security gates to buy himself some cigarettes. There was much
conspiratorial laughter and remarks about strange French habits but at least all
my bed linen and towels were now newly laundered. Television reception was
perfect and so we planned to stay an extra day to watch England play Germany
in the European Cup. We had seen them lose 3-2 to Portugal while in Landrecies
and so it was patriotic masochism which lead us to watch them again. In the
event we won 1-0 and so all was well. We also went on a 2km. hike to an out of
town supermarket which was silly because apart from beer and bottled water of
which we still had good supplies we could buy all our fresh food at nearby shops
but we felt we could not miss the opportunity of a supermarket visit.
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The weather was
still very hot and so at
9.00am next day we left
Chauny thinking that the
two locks and 2½-hour
journey to Pont l’Eveque
would be quite enough.
We had read that Pont
l’Eveque was a good
place to stay and that had
whetted our appetite.
Turning right under a
footbridge after the
second écluse brought us
into a tiny harbour. There
was a low quay to the left

and a row of cottages standing back. The only drawback was that most of the
harbour was occupied by four péniches lying two abreast and leaving just enough
room for us to lie against the quay. In any other weather we were in an ideal
place to shelter from storms and rain but in such sunshine it was not so good.
The heat radiated from the black hulls of the péniches and there was not a breath
of wind. The houses were Sunday quiet although organ music came from one
upstairs window. Jimmy found a boulangerie and bought a fresh baguette and we
walked round the silent village on shady pavements trying to keep cool.

Our departure from Pont l’Eveque the following morning was delayed because
we discovered we had a slightly leaking diesel pipe to the engine. This had
happened before to another pipe when the boat was very new and so we carried
spare pipes. We quickly emptied part of the engine room of our own custom
made storage boxes so that Jimmy could “see what he was doing” and put them
on the quay. One box became an improvised bench. An old man stood at his
cottage door no doubt wondering what these “rosbifs” were doing but when we
started to tidy up he disappeared inside to be replaced by his wife and her
neighbour. As we left the quay and were turning round to return to the main canal
they waved and called “Bons vacances” – I replied “Nous allons à Paris” at which
they were delighted and shouted “Bon voyage”.

We had now joined up with the Canal du Nord and had to pass through two
locks to reach Compiègne. Just before Janville, the second lock, there was a
tremendous hold-up. It was obviously a popular place for barges, each side of the
canal being lined with them lying at their moorings and on the left a long street
full of shops to fulfil the needs of travelling boatmen. There was also a long line of
péniches down the middle of the canal, it was an enormous queue but one by
one a skipper’s wife came to the side door of the wheelhouse and called us to
pass. Eventually all became clear. Although there were still double locks, one
was very long and held four péniches, two attached together fore and aft so that
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one skipper piloted both, the other lock chamber was quite small and contained
two other pleasure boats and now us. They were indeed the overbearing
Dutchmen we had met at Landrecies but now all was smiles. The lock at Janville
decanted us onto the river Oise proper, which at first was quite narrow and
twisting with muddy banks but by the time we reached Compiègne had widened
into a majestic river.

Although there is
a yacht club at
Compiègne there is not
enough room for
visitors and we were
directed under the
lovely stone bridge to
the embankment wall
to our left. The top of
the wall was decorated
with a metre high stone
trellising and so we
were helped with our
ropes by a Frenchman
from the boat in front of

us. Behind lay a German and then the Dutch boats. Over the trellised wall was a
footpath, which was well used by people carrying shopping and school children
their books and then well kept gardens separated us all from the road. It was still
stiflingly hot and so we hit on the idea of using our wonderful 12v. water pump to
pump water from the river and pour it all over the boat to cool it down. I’ve seen it
done to elephants at the zoo! What we had not realised was that the Oise carries
a tremendous amount of chalk in suspension and when the boat dried it was
covered with a fine layer of white powder! Worse was to come. We had also
managed to pour water through a porthole onto the mattress and did not realise
what we had done until bedtime!

It was a short walk into the centre of Compiègne, a very old and imposing
city but also with some modern squares paved with black and white marble tiles.
The pavement cafés were crowded with people enjoying the sunshine and
leisurely drinking wine or coffee. We discovered the Parc de Songeons, gardens
and lawns round an old abbey and now open to the public. The benches under
the shady trees were very welcome.

When we left Compiègne on Wednesday the 21st June the weather had
cooled down and it turned into a grey and drizzly day. The Oise flows between
deeply wooded banks and as we travelled downstream we felt quite cut off from
“civilisation”. Now and then we were passed by a péniche and we passed a small
water ski club but no likely places where we could stop. Eventually we came to
the town of Creil at 2.15 where we found a mooring for “les sports”. We had to
use our mooring spikes because the designated place with bollards had been
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taken over by two “hippy-type” boats. Although barge traffic seemed quite busy
we did not have a lot of bother from their wash and when we went for a walk into
the town we were delighted to find a paper shop which sold an English
newspaper!

At 9.20 the following morning we were on our way again down this beautiful
river and thought our luck was in when we found a well-maintained jetty in a
meander of the river away from the main stream. Unfortunately when we tried to

explore the nearby
village there was a
locked gate barring us
from leaving the jetty. A
noisy nearby motorway
bridge made our decision
for us and so after lunch
we took to the river
again. We were heading
to the ancient town of
Beaumont where there
was supposed to be a
Halte Fluviale. We
travelled slowly, looking
to right and left, and

suddenly Jimmy saw it, hardly visible, tucked behind an overlapping oil barge
which was tied to the nearby barge mooring. We crept behind the barge, there
was just enough width for us. The jetty had missing boards and only a bollard at
one end but our shackles came to the rescue again and we were soon safe
behind the tanker, which formed an excellent breakwater. The old town was on a
cliff on the other side of the river. We walked across the old stone bridge and
climbing the narrow street saw the information office. It was in the capable hands
of two delightful ladies, one middle aged, the other a student. Madame insisted
that her young companion practise her English and we were determined to speak
French and so we got on famously. The information office was housed in an old
coaching inn and we were taken through to the inn yard. It was a square open
space with the building on three sides and the arched coach entrance from the
street on the fourth. The upper floor was galleried with carved wooden
balustrades, a perfect example of inn yards where travelling players like
Shakespeare’s would perform. Now its main purpose seems to be to house the
scooters of the local police and the upper floors seemed to be occupied. We
were told that Louis XIV, the Sun King had stopped there when he came to hunt
in the surrounding forests.

We wandered up the steep, narrow streets and along the high street; stood
in the car park placed on the rampart of the old castle and looked at our boat far
below on the river and then descended the fifty or more steps at the side of the
church back to river level. Seeing two policemen we asked if there was a
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supermarket nearby and they pointed across the river. Following their directions
we came upon an enormous Leclerc Supermarché not more than 50m. from the
boat! Which had come first, the barge and pleasure boat mooring or the
supermarket? Either way it was great good fortune especially when the gas ran
out the following morning. Our “breakwater” chugged away at 6.00 am and all
that day a procession of barges tied up and skippers and wives returned to their
boats with trolleys laden for the weekend. Of course, we did likewise.

We left our
little jetty in
Beaumont at 9.50 on
Saturday morning
intending to stop at
Isle d’Adam of which
we had read good
reports. The setting
was certainly very
pretty behind a
wooded island but
once again the jetty
was dilapidated and
the electricity wires
were hanging from
the box and there was graffiti everywhere. We did not even bother to stay for a
coffee break. The ancient city of Pontoise was also very disappointing, nowhere
inviting to tie up and litter and ill-kempt buildings along the banks. We later met
some people who had stopped and they said it was a wonderful place to visit but
we should have been afraid to leave the boat for five minutes! Just after 1.00
p.m. we arrived at Port Cergy which someone had described as being like
Chelsea Village. Never having seen the latter I can not compare the two but our
two nights there were very enjoyable.

The harbour of Cergy lies in a large basin at the side of the Oise and is
gained through a narrow high-sided entrance to protect the small boats from the
wash of large craft and damage from floodwater. Houses and low apartment
blocks are built all around the harbour, their walls painted in creams and pale
yellow and the windows and balconies in bright turquoise and pink. At ground
level there are numerous cafés and restaurants to suit all tastes, even an Irish
bar. The visitors’ jetty was occupied by an English narrow boat “King David” but
as we were about to come alongside the skipper said he had only come for lunch
and was leaving. At that moment we were hailed by two people in the corner of
the harbour where there was an empty jetty and willing hands helped us tie up to
the floating jetty which bounced in an alarming way.
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The
harbour master
arrived in a small
dingy to ask if we
were happy
there, which of
course we were.
We were a long
way from the
entrance, no one
on our port side
and so we could
see all the
comings and
goings and also

far enough away from the restaurants. As Jimmy plugged into the mains
electricity he noticed other sockets which he deduced were for cable TV. TV
reception in such a “hole in the ground” would be poor. We walked round the
harbour to the Capitainerie to pay our dues and asked about cable TV. “Mais,
Madame, c’est en Francais”. I replied “Non, pas le foot!” There were more
matches that weekend. Everyone was delighted that the English Madame wished
to see the football. The harbourmaster himself came back with us with a cable
and to make sure that we were properly connected. These English (the f’offs)
were not so bad after all!

Cergy is quite an easy commuter distance from Paris. The cafés were
crowded on Saturday and Sunday afternoon. The village itself is quite small and
on Saturday afternoon we saw a wedding. The civil marriage was at the Mairie
and then the wedding party walked down the main street to the small chapel in
the ruins of a much larger church or abbey. For the record both Portugal and Italy
progressed to the semi finals of the European Cup that weekend. Our English
interest was lost when England went down to Rumania the previous Tuesday.

Over the next few weeks we saw quite a lot of French TV. We met the
beautiful but apparently brainless weather forecasters who kept standing in front
of the charts and whose forecasting consisted of reciting a list of temperatures to
be expected all over France. We also “met” the comedy pair who talked at length
about “le foot” and commentated simultaneously about the action. The same two
men commentated the celebration pageant for the Queen Mother’s 100th

birthday, something the BBC had declined to do for English viewers. Les Bleus
had come up trumps again!

At 10.00 am on the 26th June we left Port Cergy for our last journey on the
river Oise. There was no other traffic on the river, which wound a giant meander
before finally flowing into the river Seine. Conflans St. Honorine lies at the
junction of the two rivers and is a base for barges. They line both sides of the
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Oise and then the right bank of the Seine. Here they are three abreast, the
outlying boats still carrying cargo but the inner boats have long been converted
into permanent homes. With so much commercial traffic with many bunker
stations we thought that we would be able to buy diesel easily although we had
as yet no pressing need. We asked at three bunker ships but at each were
disappointed – they only had red diesel, pleasure boats, i.e. yachts, in France
must use white. We were directed to the only one, which sold it, but they had run
out!

I had imagined the Seine
to be like the Humber but on
that June morning the grey
waters sparkled in the sunshine
and the banks were lined with
large trees. It was here however
that we first began to appreciate
the devastation which a tornado
had caused in this region the
previous Christmas. Large trees
were uprooted, some lying in
the water and causing miniature
dams near the bank. Others

stood at grotesque angles held up precariously by surrounding trees, which had
not succumbed, to the storms. By mid-day we were beginning to look for stopping
places for lunch. We espied a jetty on the far bank but for some time had been
aware of a very unpleasant smell. Study of the navigation chart showed a large
sewage works on the starboard hand and soon we saw the “treated” effluent
discharging into the river from giant pipes. Its progress downstream could be
easily defined until it merged with the river waters. We pressed on! We tried to
moor behind L’isle de la Commune but there was no depth and we had just
returned to the main stream of the river when we saw a fleet of small sea-going
fishing boats coming down river at top speed. They were blowing horns and
wearing enormous Tricoleurs, like battle ensigns. The river was churned into a
mass of foam-topped waves and our boat bounced about in a most alarming
way. Eventually we reached the big lock at Bougival at about 13.00. Here the
Seine is split by the large island of St. Germaine. The channel behind the island
is of limited depth and so not used very much by barges. Our companion in the
écluse was a Belgian boat “Savannah” also heading for Paris Arsenal. Just after
the écluse is a long quay for barges and then a small quay for bateaux de
plaisance. Here we tied up, ate a late lunch and set off to explore Bougival on the
opposite bank. The small town on a steep hill rising from the river was in the
throes of having new water pipes and so the whole main street was closed to
traffic. There were pathetic notices everywhere assuring customers that the
shops were still open for business but there were very few people about. It was
also our first introduction to the long French lunch hours and the closed
Mondays. Bougival was a very popular place among the impressionist painters at
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the beginning of the 20th century and along the towpath by our boat were
reproductions of their works, especially “Le pont à Bougival”. These were on
wooden easels with explanations and amazingly no graffiti although the water tap
and the electricity point for visiting yachtsmen had been vandalised. Just after
6pm Peter, our youngest son, phoned to tell us that Emily had been born that day
and that she and her mum, Kate, were both well.

The traffic on the busy road along the other side of the river started very
early and so by 9 am we were on our way again. Three or four Dutch boats had
already passed at about 8.30 am. We travelled along this narrow arm of the
Seine past more and more house boats, boat yards and industry, including a
large Renault factory, now abandoned, and Bleriot’s original aviation factory. In
the shadow of St. Cloud we stopped for lunch at the quay of Mazoura Marine for
an hour. There was much more river traffic and some splendid privately owned
boats.

PARIS

We were on our last lap. The wind had increased to about Force 6
westerly, the water was becoming very choppy caused by the busy barges and
the Bateaux Mouches as much as the wind. We could now see the Eiffel Tower
like a small pencil in the distance. Holding on tightly with one hand I attempted to
take pictures with the video camera. We saw the original model for the Statue of
Liberty, Jimmy’s hat flew away and the Eiffel Tower grew in size.
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This was exhilarating. After more consultation of the chart we located a
diesel pump by Le Pont de la Concorde. It was located on a steel cubic tank
about 10m. long which rose and fell alarmingly as we tried to tie up. In spite of
the notice “Defence de fumer” the attendant smoked nonchalantly as the pump
worked. We then motored through the stone bridges of the Isle de la Cité with
Notre Dame on our left hand and at last arrived at the waiting jetty outside the
écluse at the entrance to the Arsenal at 16.40 hours.

The waiting or lay-
by jetty outside the
écluse, which gave
access from the river
Seine to the Paris
Arsenal, was about
20m. long, sturdily built
with good mooring
points and an intercom
telephone to facilitate
communication with Le
Capitaine du Port. We
had not, of course,
arrived unannounced.
We had posted a letter
from Compiègne, telephoned from Bougival and again from the vicinity of the
Eiffel Tower but we were still not sure that we were expected nor that there would
be a place for us. We used the intercom and were told that a commercial craft
was expected and that this would have priority. We settled down to wait, enjoying
the sunshine, the now quiet river Seine and an outstanding view downstream of
the Cathedral of Notre Dame. Eventually a barge entered the lock but then a trip
boat arrived and stationed itself to enter the lock. We waited again. After some
time a trip boat came out and ours entered. We still waited. By this time patience
was wearing thin. Further communication with the Capitaine informed us that yet
another priority craft was expected. Eventually the lights were green for us,
choice expletives were used as we cast off affording much amusement to the
scantily clad Adonis-like creatures tanning themselves on the low embankment
and the lay by jetty. As a nation the French, like us, are very reluctant to learn
and speak a foreign language but these young men had no difficulty with Anglo-
Saxon!

There was more waiting once we were through the lock. Jimmy had to
report to the Capitaine, giving our dimensions and eventually we were directed to
lie outside a Dutch boat moored alongside the quay right underneath the Port
Office. We eventually switched off at 18:20. The moorings of the Paris Arsenal lie
on both sides of the Canal St Martin from the lock onto the Seine at one end to
the tunnel under La Place de la Bastille at the other. The Canal St. Martin is an
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important working canal. If we had gone downstream after leaving the arm of the
Seine behind St. Germaine we could have travelled along the Canal St Dennis
which joins the Canal St. Martin. This would have avoided a huge meander of the
river Seine, adverse flow of the river and all the traffic through the bridges near
the Eiffel Tower. It would have meant, however, negotiating 15 écluses and we
would have missed the glorious passage on the Seine trying to identify various

monuments. The
Dutch boats, which
had passed us just
after breakfast at
Bougival, had taken
the canal route and
had only arrived at
the Arsenal shortly
before us. The
moorings on the
opposite side from
the Port Office are
mostly at right
angles to the quay
(“boxes”) and were
just too narrow for

our boat. A tree-lined road ran the length of the quay, protected by stone
balustrades but it only seemed busy in the rush hour. There were boxes and
alongside moorings on “our” side of the canal with another road running its length
but between the canal and the road on this side were very well kept public lawns
and gardens. During our stay the gardens were well used by young and old,
businessmen and shoppers.

The canal goes through a tunnel under the Place de la Bastille and there
are glass paving stones to give light to the tunnel. La Place de la Bastille is an
open space for recreation, skateboarding, skates, cyclists, scooters and
pedestrians while traffic rushes along the surrounding roads. There are two
bridges over the lock from the river, a road and a railway. The rail bridge is part of
the metro and so every few minutes trains rattle across and then stop at the
station with rust-squealing brakes. One does not stay at the Arsenal for peace
and quiet but simply to be in Paris!

Wednesday morning, 28th June, our first objective was to find a
supermarket, which we did, a Monoprix after about 15 minutes walk. We could
not stray far because our Dutch neighbour, who had had problems with his
gearbox, was hoping to leave at mid-day. After his departure we had this piece of
quay to ourselves, a prime position for watching the traffic through the lock and,
we hoped, under the watchful eye of Le Capitaine when we were away from the
boat. After lunch we found our nearest Metro station and bought ourselves 3 day
visitors’ tickets which we could use on bus or train as many times as we wished.
We then travelled to La Gare du Nord to book seats on Eurostar to visit our
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newest granddaughter in Kent. We would go on Saturday so that Peter could
meet us at Ashford and drive us back to the outskirts of Tonbridge, a longer
journey than I had expected.

On Thursday morning we were up bright and early and travelled by the
metro to the Eiffel Tower. There were already hundreds of people there and
queues already forming at the pay desks. We realised however that many of the
people were in party groups and were assembling before passing through special
gates. Large lifts transported us up one of the legs and then we transferred to a
vertical lift up the tower itself. The glass enclosed viewing platform affords a
magnificent view of Paris with explanatory photographs at each window in order
to identify landmarks. Unfortunately the heat haze prevented us from seeing a
very long way. Jimmy climbed the last ladder to the “radio shack” at the top but I
preferred not to.

Having descended from the tower we were intrigued by the open top tourist
buses nearby waiting for passengers. On enquiry we found we could buy 2-day
tickets on Les Cars Rouges (very like open topped London buses). These buses
have about 12 stops, each near the most famous tourist sites and passengers
can get off wherever they wish and then catch another bus later. We travelled
from the Eiffel Tower to the Louvre where we decided to stop. After walking along
the Embankment we had a very indifferent lunch at a pavement café and then
walked round the Louvre gardens. We were very impressed by the original
architecture of the palace but could not appreciate any beauty in the glass
pyramids, which have recently been placed there.

We continued our Red Bus journey as far as the Opera where we became
part of an enormous traffic jam. Unfortunately there had been a road accident at
the side of the Opera and so police were redirecting the traffic. We eventually
decided to leave the bus and travel back to the boat by the calm and sanity of the
Metro!

Friday, June 30th was another hot day. We shopped in the small shops
near La Place de la Bastille and after lunch set forth on a “trial run” to La Gare du
Nord. It took 32 minutes but we thought we should allow longer as there would
probably be fewer Metro trains on a Saturday morning and we should also need
to buy tickets, our 3 day tickets having run out by then. We then resumed our
journey at l’Opera on Les Cars Rouges. This time we travelled along l’Avenue
Champs Elysées towards l’Arc de Triomphe. The avenue was decorated with
many flags and bunting. Was this in preparation for July 14th or were the French
already anticipating victory over Italy in the European Cup Final on Sunday?
From our vantagepoint of the top deck of the bus we marvelled at and were
appalled by the traffic circling the Arc de Triomphe. One lone policeman was
supposed to be controlling the tourist coaches, cars and high-powered motor
cycles ridden by young men in city suits weaving in and out of the traffic. There
were also some hardy souls on bicycles! The bus took us on to the Trocedero
and from there we walked down to the Seine where we rode on a service bus as
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far as the Hotel de Ville. An enormous T.V. screen had been set up for people to
watch Le Foot. We joined the home going crowds as we walked from the Hotel
de Ville to the Arsenal.

Saturday was a most successful day from leaving the boat just after 8am to
returning at about 9pm. We travelled 1st class on Eurostar, Hobson’s choice
because more 1st class carriages are used than 2nd and all the 2nd was booked
up. Breakfast was served by very smart and attentive staff and newspapers were
supplied. The train, which stops at Ashford also, stops at Lille. A middle aged
couple joined our carriage and breakfast was served to them straight away while
my imagination ran riot trying to decide whether they were spending their Silver
Wedding Anniversary in London or was it his secretary he was taking away.
There was certainly a “frisson” of excitement between them!

Peter was waiting at Ashford and to our delight Kate and Emily Louise were
at home having been discharged from hospital the previous day. Time with them
passed all too quickly and we were back on Eurostar served by the same cabin
staff and drinking a free celebratory glass of champagne before dinner. Passing
through northern France we were assailed by a fierce thunderstorm and from the
train could see traffic stopped on a distant motorway because the rain was so
heavy. We did not realise that this was an indication of the weather for the first
two weeks of July!

On Sunday we cleaned the boat ready for the next part of our Odyssey. I
used the laundry facilities in the Capitainerie and Jimmy scrubbed the boat during
a thunderstorm in the afternoon. Les Bleues won with a golden goal that evening
and the celebrations began in Paris just as darkness fell. It would be many hours
before comparative quiet fell on the city.

ONWARD FROM PARIS

It was hot and thundery as we left the Arsenal on Monday morning and a
large black cloud seemed to hover over our stern as we travelled further up the

Seine. After a very short time we
had turned into the river Marne,
passed quickly through the first
lock and were waiting outside
the second. This would take us
onto a short stretch of canal and
through our first tunnel in order
to avoid travelling round a great
loop of the river.

There was an excellent
waiting jetty on the starboard
side away from the river traffic
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and boats leaving the lock. Unfortunately, as is often the case, a converted
péniche, flying the red ensign, had stationed itself on the wall at the lock entrance
thereby causing confusion and annoyance to craft leaving the lock. Once in the
lock we had to wait for about 20 minutes until a commercial boat joined us. We
left the lock in convoy, we brought up the rear, then travelled slowly through the
short tunnel. Immediately after we came to Joinville where there were some
moorings. We tied to a larger boat just in time before being assailed by a
thunderstorm. After the storm Jimmy set off to explore only to find that the boat
we were tied to was not itself tied to the shore but to an isolated floating jetty. We
decided to move. There were several large boats along the bank but no one
seemed very pleased to have us alongside but eventually some one climbed
aboard a decrepit hulk and helped us to moor alongside. We walked along the
riverbank and decided that Joinville had seen better days. There was a small
harbour, very silted and a locked capitainerie and several closed cafés, all
waiting for the holidays, perhaps. We were intrigued to see two policemen
walking in front of us as we made our way back to our boat. Our private jokes
about being “wanted” took a serious turn as they climbed aboard our hulk. We
followed, explaining that ours was the boat alongside. We were informed without
preamble that “Le chat est mort”. The man who had helped us had smelled a bad
smell and had called the police. They had broken into the boat and found the cat.
We moved back to our floating “island” and there sat out 36 hours of
thunderstorms.

Leaving Joinville on the Wednesday morning we passed along the
canalised Marne seeing some likely mooring places but as we had not been
travelling for more than an hour and the rain held off we decided to press on.
There was very little traffic about and very little waiting at locks. Eventually we
reached Lagny where we tied up to the “Rondvaart” (trip boat) jetty in the middle
of the town. We shopped and then feeling we should not spend the night there
carried on to the marina marked on our chart. We were also guided by our friend
Bruce, an Australian whom we met at Namur in ’98 and who became our
travelling companion down the Meuse as far as Visé. The following year he
bought a boat in Sneek and we met him in Haarlem. He then travelled from
Sneek to Paris and sent us letters and e-mails describing his journey. We had
marked his tips about stopping places on our chart. Lagny was one of them. The
riverside harbour was well organised, the capitaine waiting on the visitors’ jetty to
help us tie up. The mooring fee was more than we expected or would pay in The
Netherlands but with electricity included we were quite happy. We had just
handed over our money when a train rattled by on the opposite bank not 30
metres away. I asked the capitaine what time the trains stopped. “Hélas ils se
marchent tout le nuit” They did, every ten minutes, goods trains which travelled
slowly and clankingly.

The following morning, Thursday, we travelled on along the Marne and
connecting canal and tunnel to the ancient city of Meaux. The second part of the
morning we were in the company of a French yachtsman and his wife who were
on their way to Epernay to spend July 14th (“Bastille Day”). He was very friendly
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and told us there was a new yacht harbour at Meaux but to take care of the
current because the harbour is on an arm of the river, which leads back to the
weir.

We found
the new harbour,
in the middle of
Meaux, between
two busy road
bridges over the
river. There were
20m. long
floating jetties,
electricity and
water and lovely
gardens and
hanging baskets.
There was a
small shopping
centre nearby
and a wonderful
market on Saturday. Across the river the narrow streets of the old town are
dominated by the cathedral and a ten-minute bicycle ride away is an enormous
new suburb of apartment buildings with a shopping complex and an Intermarché
supermarket. We could buy all our fresh food, even fresh milk, locally but on the
Friday morning we cycled to the Intermarché for beer, gin, etc. Once again we
were back aboard in the nick of time before tremendous thunderstorms and rain
which continued for the rest of the day and night.

Not long after we had arrived at Meaux on Thursday we were joined on the
other side of our jetty by an English boat whose crew I had talked to in Paris.
They had sailed across the Channel and left their mast in Le Havre. As I was
preparing the breakfast coffee on Saturday morning my English neighbour was
shouting through the window in some agitation. I went outside to see that we
were in the middle of a swirling flood. Our floating jetties had done their work and
we were safe but the floodwater was on the banks and we now walked downhill
to the shore rather than uphill. The river rushed past the boats at a tremendous
rate so that we were hanging away from the jetty and our neighbours, with
squashed fenders, were pressed against it. Whole trees floated past along with
smaller debris. It was then that we discovered that the electricity had switched
off; the shore connections to the jetty were under water! One jetty was much
older than the rest and the electricity box was installed well above river level.
Having discovered that the electricity was still working there we started to reel out
our long cable. One very helpful German offered to let other people plug into his
supply once he had plugged into a socket. Very gradually as the morning passed
the river level began to subside and from being at least a metre above
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Thursday’s level, by lunchtime it was almost a metre below. We could only
deduce that early on Saturday morning the river authorities had lowered the weirs
downstream of Meaux to allow the floodwaters to drain away.

That day, the 8th July was also Jimmy’s birthday. We shopped in the weekly
market during the morning. We bought fresh fruit and vegetables, farm pâté and
local cheese and fish from one of the half-dozen fish stalls. The variety of fish all
lying on beds of ice was quite daunting and I wished I were a more adventurous
cook. We eventually bought a fairly familiar looking fish that we both would enjoy.

After lunch it was still drizzling. I crossed the old arched bridge into Meaux.
The Bridge had been closed to traffic and was lined with stalls selling clothes,
curtains, brushes and a miscellany of household goods. I was heading for a
Traiteur, which I had seen near the cathedral on Thursday afternoon. The
individual quiches, which were on display in the window, were the excuse for me
to look inside. A queue of customers was formed down the middle of the shop
from door to counter and to right and left of the queue was a display of food fit for
a royal wedding. On the left were York hams, Palma hams, quiches, pies, vol-
aux-vents etc., etc. and on the right beautifully decorated Scottish salmon,
Norwegian smoked salmon and various pasta salads. Besides two small quiches
I bought two slices of smoked salmon, which were cut from the fish with a very
sharp knife by the matronly assistant. One lady dealt with all the payments while
her assistants moved round the queue fulfilling the customers’ wishes.

While I had been into Meaux more boats had arrived at the moorings and
the harbour was almost full. A small motorboat flying the red ensign was now
lying behind us. The river was still flowing strongly and each new arrival was
helped by the other skippers, not always altruistically but to make sure that their
own boats were not damaged by a boat becoming uncontrollable in the swirling
water. We were enjoying our after-dinner coffee later that evening when we were
startled by a knock on the hatch. It was our neighbour asking if we would allow
his friend’s boat to tie alongside. We were about to agree when we saw his
friend’s boat. Well it wasn’t the Queen Mary but it was big. In spite of the once
again heavy rain Jimmy set about organising the boats on other jetties to make
room for this new arrival. It even entailed several men manhandling a Danish
boat, whose skipper was crippled, from one jetty to another. The skipper of
“Raven” from Lymington may have thanked his near neighbours but we were not
included!

Sunday morning was rainy again and we were taking advantage of a slight
gap in the downpour to mangle some necessary washing with our prized Acme
wringer when “Albert” came into the harbour. “Albert” was a 50’ narrow boat
skippered by John and Susan. We immediately became soul mates and they
joined us for coffee and something stronger on Sunday evening and returned the
compliment on Monday. They had managed to tie up to the much older jetty,
overlapping both ends and gained access through their middle door. They had
over wintered in Roanne in central France, a popular place amongst the Dutch
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boating community. They had been travelling since April and were interested in
hearing all that we had to tell them about keeping a boat in The Netherlands.

On Monday morning our electricity was restored by the municipal
gardeners but at lunchtime engineers came from the electricity company and
switched it off again and so the reels of cable were rolled out again. Still it rained!
Tuesday dawned grey but there was a sign of improvement and the river was not
flowing so fast. I went ashore for fresh bread and meat and found an almost
hysterical husband on my return. “Raven” (or the Admiral as John had dubbed
the skipper) had left her moorings and was heading upstream to pass under the
new road bridge but the river
was now at normal or above
normal level whereas when she
had arrived on Saturday evening
it was one metre below. She had
a very impressive flying bridge
with a radar scanner, which
were in great danger. We
watched and with a press of a
button the superstructure began
to fold down hydraulically – for
us an anti-climax – Jimmy was
hoping that he was stuck until
the next flood!

We left Meaux at 10.20 and slowly made our way up river. The current did
not seem too strong but we had to keep a sharp lookout for half-submerged logs
and branches, again the result of the winter hurricane and now dislodged by the
floods. We seemed to be travelling alone on this great, tree-lined river. The
écluses were fairly daunting because the weirs lay at right angles to them and
from 100m away looked like Niagara Falls. All the écluses were manned and the
lock keepers were very quick at getting us off the river and into the calmer waters
of the lock. We stopped for lunch above écluse Melduses and during the
afternoon the weather was steadily improving. About 2km before écluse St. Jean
the motor began to make a zizzing noise. We had no idea why. Jimmy went
below to look at “his meters” while I took the tiller and he lifted a deck board
above the alternator. Nothing appeared to be wrong but there was a strange
smell – a “hot electrics” smell. Jimmy looked at his meters again; battery voltage
was down to 10 volts and dropping rapidly. He quickly came back and lifted the
deck board above the starter motor side of the engine. Thick black smoke and
more of the dreadful smell arose from the engine room. He leant in and touched
the wires of the starter motor relay and the noise stopped. He pulled the wires
from the relay and assured me that the burning would now stop!. Fearful but
calming down we carried on to écluse St. Jean. The young lock keeper could not
have been more helpful and provided us with the telephone number of the
Peugeot agent in La Ferté sous Jouarre, about 10km further. (The engine is
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based on a Peugeot diesel, marinised by Vetus). We could have stayed outside
his lock and he would have telephoned for us but we hoped there was electricity
on the jetty at La Ferté because we anticipated being there for several days. We
switched off at La Ferté at 17.30 tying up outside a boat belonging to the harbour
master of Ghent Royal Yacht Club, a nice man no doubt used to calming frayed
nerves! After dinner, while there was still enough daylight Jimmy took the starter
motor from the engine. It was black and completely burned out. The relay had
somehow “shorted” and caused the starter motor to try to engage while the
engine was running at near full speed. Before we had realised what had really
happened the motor had been energised for much too long and hence its
demise.

Neither of us slept well that night. Early the following morning the Belgians
slipped their boat away from the jetty leaving us in sole occupation and at 9.00
a.m. I phoned the Peugeot agent and tried to explain what our problem was. Our
intention had been to take the starter motor by bicycle to him but he spoke his
only English “I come to you”, now!” At 9.30 a car drew up containing the agent
and his right hand man carrying a large and very impressive toolbox and wearing
the standard blue French overalls. “Il est démonté” said the agent. “Oui, il est
mort” replied Jimmy. Promising to return at noon they returned to their car
together with our pitiful starter motor and drove away. He was back at 11.30 with
a new starter motor attached to our fitting, newly painted, apologised that the
paint was still wet and told Jimmy to come with him to pay. Jimmy paid with his
Visa (FFr 1385 - £132 – very reasonable) and was then brought back to the boat.
By 13.30 everything was back in place and the engine working. We did not
replace the relay which had been a Vetus afterthought and not standard Peugeot
but by-passed it. Our love affair with France and its people had been steadily
blossoming but the events of that morning brought about its consummation.
There have been, since then, many conversations about the hypothetical case of
an Englishman, let alone a foreigner, arriving at Brighouse Basin in similar dire
circumstances and telephoning the local Leyland agent!

During the afternoon we were joined by a large hire boat with a German
family. We moved forward
so that only our stern half
was against the jetty and he
lay behind us. The jetty was
well sheltered behind a
small island and we could
all reach land without
disturbing our neighbour.
The riverbank was lawned
and dotted with mature
trees. Further on was a car
park and one could imagine
that this would be a popular
place for picnics and sitting
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in good weather but by Thursday the rain was back. La Ferté is a small town with
a railway station and town hall and a few shops and here we met our first
“Shoppi” – a very well stocked mini-market only 100m from the boat. At La Ferté I
took my courage in my hands and decided to have my hair cut. My last visit to a
hairdresser was in mid May and I decided that it needed some attention. I found
a salon, Monsieur examined my hair and I tried to convey what I wanted. He did
the washing and then his assistant began with the scissors. She was very good
and I was pleased with the end result. During the afternoon we crossed the old
arched bridge to Jouarre (the other half of the town) where there was a suburb of
newish expensive houses with well-kept gardens and a LeClerc supermarket
where we stocked up on liquid necessities. On the way back we found the
Peugeot garage and left a message with the receptionist that everything was
good again apart from the weather.

BASTILLE DAY – Friday the 14th July

Bastille day is a public holiday and so we were surprised to find, on our
morning walk that the weekly market was being held. Apart from the household
stalls, the food stalls all seemed to be from nearby farms. I was tempted by the
most beautiful apricots and also bought half a Brie cheese. We had not realised
until now that we were in the Brie region. Meaux was famous for its cheese,
which was nearly as large as a bicycle wheel, with a thick crust, and a very gooey
inside but these cheeses were only about 8” in diameter and the cheese was
young and firm. Walking back to the main road leading from the bridge to the
town square we were in time to see the Bastille Day parade. It was led by a

uniformed band followed by
majorettes bravely twirling their
batons in the damp weather. They
were all wearing white waterproof
blousons, which seemed a sensible
idea. Behind them came the town
dignitaries. One of these was the
man who had given us information
in the tourist office on Wednesday
afternoon and as he passed he
recognised us and gave a small
smile. The pompiers and their
appliances were drawn up in good
order ready for inspection on the

town square. A small crowd applauded as special medals were presented by the
mayor to some of the firemen. The majorettes then did a dancing/marching
display finding it very difficult to keep instep with the wayward beat of the
musicians. Their efforts were brought to an abrupt halt when someone realised
that the hour was about to strike. The band struck up the Marseillaise, the
tricolour was hoisted and saluted and everyone dispersed as the rain began in
earnest.
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As we neared the boat we found several workmen on the lawned area
along the riverbank. There was a large van full of loudspeakers and we thought
that we were going to be the centre of an all night disco! On further investigation
we found that they were setting up the public firework display.

As darkness fell at about 10.30 and once again the rain was stopping,
people began to gather along the banks of the river and on the arched stone
bridge. They were so quiet and sat on the damp grass and some crept down to
the jetty and asked if they could sit there! At 11.00pm the mayor invited us to Les
Artifices de Feu and from the loudspeakers came the well-known opening from
“Also sprach Zarathustra”. The music swelled and fireworks along the bank grew
in time to the music. For a wonderful half-hour we had a grandstand seat at this
display of sound and light and chest thumping bangs. There was a moment’s
silence as it all came to an end and then the applause spread along both sides of
the river and across the bridge. Apart from a few noisy little boys who had some
firecrackers, the crowd dispersed as quietly as it appeared and by midnight all
was silent.

We left La Ferté just after 10 o’clock next morning and made the decision
that we would try to revert to our normal holiday procedure and only travel during
the morning. We took on water at the first lock, Écluse Coutaron and arrived at
Écluse Mèry just after 12.30 p.m. As we approached through the swirling waters
at the foot of the weir we could see that only one lock gate was open. A quick
glance at the chart confirmed that one gate should be wide enough for us to
enter. We crept into the lock with little to spare each side and tied temporarily to
the ladder. The difference in level of the lock is so much that it is impossible from
our low decks to lasso a bollard on shore and we need help from the lock keeper.
He appeared and made signs that he was eating and would be back at 1 p.m.
John and Susan from “Albert” had told us that the French socialist government
under the leadership of M. Jospin had decreed a 35 hour week for everyone with
no overtime, probably in an attempt to reduce the number of unemployed. As a
result, the lock keepers had to have a lunch hour in order to conform to the
reduced number of working hours, and, they had also lost pay. They were not
happy. As it happened, the lunch pause was a benefit to all of us because we
were suddenly assailed by a tremendous rainstorm with hailstones. We battened
down the hatches and sat in the lock chamber. By 1 p.m. the storm had passed,
the lock keeper appeared and we rose to the top of the lock. Over the front gates
we could see an inviting patch of mown grass with bollards but we were told that
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we could not stay there but at a quay 2km further on. We passed under a rail and
then a road bridge and there was the low quay on the outer bend of the river. I
thought it was more of a reinforcement of the river but there were rings and cleats
and we espied a dustbin and so bateaux de plaisance were welcome!

During the afternoon we explored our surroundings. 50 metres further
along the road was a sign welcoming motorists to Champagne! The largest
building in the village was a very superior looking restaurant with a large car park
at the end of the road bridge. The village Nanteuil-sur-Marne was quite
mediaeval. Tall, narrow, stone built houses, with crumbling plaster opened
directly from the narrow cobbled streets, their windows blinded by sun-bleached
shutters. There was absolutely no one about except for one very old man trying
to ride his bicycle with a heavy bag on the handlebars. The inevitable happened.
We helped him to his feet and righted his bicycle. There were more buildings
across the river and back on the boat we could see a train pull into a station,
having crossed the bridge downstream, like a “00” model.

We were now joined at the mooring by a Dutch-looking motorboat but
wearing the Stars and Stripes and with the memorable name of “Foreign Affair”. I
had waved to the skipper, who wore a large brimmed “Stetson” tied under his
chin come rain or shine, as we had left Meaux. He and his wife/partner, very
skinny like Joan Rivers, had borrowed the boat from a friend and were spending
a holiday on the Marne between Epernay and Meaux. They lived in Seattle and
had come for a holiday in France “because it rains in Seattle”. After tying up, the
skipper’s opening gambit was to ask Jimmy if he had a big plastic washer with
which he could mend the Henderson pump on his sea toilet. We carry all manner
of spares and in fact, after this experience, a big plastic washer for our
Henderson pump, but we could not help him although Jimmy made various
useful suggestions.

The Americans were early risers and left as we ate breakfast but we soon
followed them towards Chateau Thièry. “Foreign Affair” had tied up under the
trees using one tree as a bollard and his other rope round a “No Parking” sign.
Tut! We found the Halte Fluviale in a very derelict state and it was fully occupied
by Sunday anglers. The quay behind had been used for unloading sand and so
the slightest breeze would cause sand to cover the boat. We tied to the barge
quay along with several Dutch men. It was quite by chance that we sounded the
depth of the water next to the quay and discovered that there were only a few
inches of water between the hull and a concrete ledge, which formed the
foundation of the quay. The wash from fast motorboats would cause us to bang
on the concrete. We decided to join “Foreign Affair” under the trees where we
had a nice wooden edge to lie against and good depth. We hammered mooring
spikes into the grassy bank and used one tree as an “incaser”. The sucking from
passing barges can pull mooring spikes out of the ground as one’s boat surges
backwards and forwards. It was time to change the engine oil and so, it being a
grey afternoon, we did just that, putting the cans of used oil in the engine room
ready to leave them at a yacht harbour disposal point. As it happens we carried
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them all the way back to our Dutch harbour and then handed them in at the local
council-run refuse depot.

The riverside at Chateau Thièry was laid out with footpaths and pretty
flowerbeds. There were pétanque pitches and play areas with swings and
adventurous climbing frames. Several families were enjoying these amenities
because it was quite warm. Having changed the engine oil we walked through
the gardens and across the busy dual carriageway into the old town. The narrow
streets led to the town square, which lay at the foot of the chateau, which itself
was built on a rock outcrop and reached by over 100 steps. A church on the
square was dedicated to an American infantry brigade, which had been involved
in the liberation of the town. Jimmy pointed out to me the scars of bullets on
many of the buildings. We were to notice that in many French towns and villages
the ravages of war had not been repaired. A matter of pride perhaps?

I feel driven to digress here to comment on the Continental Sunday. The
English as a nation have been conned into believing that our quiet Sundays were
very old fashioned and inconvenient for visitors. Here in France the families along
the riverside were amusing themselves just as I had done as a child and the
families in their “Sunday Best” visiting relatives in the old town were maintaining
standards which we have discarded. The men were wearing suits and the women
in smart black or in silk floral dresses with a black background and the little girls
wore “best” dresses. We never found any shops open on a Sunday except for the
small bakers.

Monday 17th July, although dawning grey, was the first day of almost six
weeks of sunshine. Maybe the first two weeks of July in the area of Paris are
famed for their thunderstorms and heavy rain but, although we were not aware,
they were now behind us. We left Chateau Thièry leaving “Foreign Affair” to his
hunt for a large plastic washer and travelled upstream. The river was still wide
with almost no traffic. The southern side, to our right, was still thickly wooded but
the view opened out to our left and gently rolling southward facing hills were
covered in vineyards. The rows of the vines marched down hill with great
precision. Every so often a wide break in the rows showed the chalky nature of
the soil. These were tracks to give the workmen access to the vines. Small
villages nestled in the folds of the hills but the overall aspect was of miles and
miles of vineyards.

After just two hours of motoring we saw a halte just large enough for one
boat at Jaulgonne. It looked very inviting. The village lay back from the river and
someone was mowing the grass by the mooring. A notice on the electricity box
told us to visit the Mairie if we needed electricity or water. There was a park and
playing field further along the river but the bridge carrying the towpath over a
small tributary stream was completely smashed with large chunks of concrete
lying in the stream’s bed. We walked into the pretty village past an untidy heap of
furniture and driftwood at the side of the road. We found a boulangerie and
boucherie in the church square and then, having found the Marie, began to read
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the notices. Now all became clear. While we were experiencing the floods at
Meaux, this small village had had a cloudburst, the water had run straight off the
hills and into the stream, sweeping all before it, including the concrete bridge by
the halte. One of the notices was from the Mayor asking for donations of bedding
and cooking utensils for the people who had suffered in these “evenements
sinistres”.

ÉCLUSE VANDIÈRES, CHATILLON and CHAMPAGNE

Tuesday 18th July we motored for three hours to Écluse Vandières where
we were hoping to find another halte. Two boats were moored at a tiny jetty
waiting to enter the lock. After they left we had the jetty to ourselves. At first I was
unconvinced that it was a stopping place but there was no notice to say it was
only for waiting for the lock. The halte was positioned on a peninsula between the
lock and the weir. There were picnic tables and the wild flowers on the chalky soil
were beautiful. Sitting on our aft-deck under our sunshade we looked out over the
hills covered with vines. Dotted all over the vineyards were white vans, in which
the workers came to work each morning, leaving at precisely 5 p.m. Viticulture is
a very labour intensive occupation. Overhead a small aeroplane droned, spraying
the rows of vines. The land rose quite steeply to a hill-top village, Chatillon,

where an enormous
statue of Pope
Urban II stood in an
attitude of
benediction, for it
was he who sent the
Peasants Crusade
on its way in 1095
AD.

After the
quietest of nights we
decided to cycle “to
the Pope” and set off
along narrow country

lanes. It was very easy at first but in spite of 5 speed De Railleur gears we were
forced to push for the last half mile. Freewheeling back to the boat was
wonderful.

During the afternoon we mended the exhaust pipe, which had been
smelling. It was not so big a job as expected and the epoxy putty, which I had
bought as a joke for Christmas came into good use.
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The previous afternoon we had been forced to mend our sunshade. We
had been to inspect the lock because it had sloping sides and would be a beast
for tying up but the V.N.F had installed a floating jetty inside the lock, also a fresh
water tap, and so there would be no problem. On our return we found one of the
four spokes of the sunshade very bent and we were puzzled because there was
not a breath of wind. We could only think that the crop-spraying aeroplane had
caused a strange turbulence.

There had only been one tiny shop at Chatillon where I bought some fresh
salad and so after another quiet night we were on our way again. At midmorning
we came to the village of Rueil where we found another halte. There was a notice
by the tap and a small map showing the location of the épicerie. We bought fresh
bread and some tins of food, which would be useful. Buying fresh bread each day
was becoming as important to us as to the French, simply because the bread
does not stay fresh. Two petits pains were enough for us at lunchtime but until I
discovered that I could revive half a baguette in the oven we were wasting bread
or eating it with dinner instead of potatoes. I had discovered le pain complet, a
brown whole-meal loaf, which made very tasty toast and would keep for two or
three days. We had also found in very large supermarkets, Le Pain American,
which was a white sliced loaf to make toast but was not all that tasty. Of course
we also carried half-cooked vacuum packed petits pains but they were for
“emergency use only”.

As we were walking back to the boat we decided that Rueil was a very
interesting village and typical of Champagne. The stone houses each side of the
narrow lanes were surrounded by white washed walls, over eight feet high, with
wooden or ornate iron gates opening onto courtyards vibrant with geraniums and
petunias. Many had names outside advertising that they were Champagne
houses and some said that they sold to the public. We retraced our steps from
the boat to a particularly interesting courtyard and rang the bell. We were shown
into a large, cool kitchen with a table and a large wooden dresser, on top of
which were four bottles of Champagne, Premier Cru, Pink, Brut and Demi-Sec.
We bought 2 bottles of Brut at £8.00 each and the lady of the house put them in a
box, designed to look like a wooden case and we carried them carefully back to
the boat. At one-third the price of Tesco’s cheapest, what would they be like?
They travelled all the way back to Yorkshire and travelled very well!

CUMIÈRES

To reach Rueil we had only motored for about an hour, which was not
enough to give the batteries a good charge and so we decided to carry on
further. We were now not very far from Epernay and so a halte from where we
could cycle to visit the town would be very good. So it was that we came to
Cumières. We saw two boats at the moorings, our friends in “Foreign Affair” and
behind them a Dutch boat from Rotterdam. Never dreaming that the jetty would
be long enough for three boats we made preparations to come alongside the
Dutch boat. The lady was chatting on her mobile phone and the skipper, looking
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rather startled, came to take my forward line, saying at the same time, “Why don’t
you go in front of the other boat? There is room!”. Thus we met Wim and Nell.

The moorings at Cumières were well looked after with free electricity and
water and large containers of geraniums on top of the iron posts, which held the

floating jetty. Posts had
been let into the towpath to
stop cars using it but some
allotment holders had cars
small enough to squeeze
between them. The village
itself looked very
prosperous with large
houses, which were the
centre of the Champagne
industry. There was a
boulangerie and a “Huit à
huit” – a mini market,
which contained a
butcher’s counter. In spite

of its name the shop was closed for at least four hours in the afternoon but it
catered for all needs. Wim and Nell had been there since Monday and intended
staying at least a week (naughty! – but the temptation is understandable). Across
the river were dense woods, very few boats passed and the weather was
beautiful, what more could we ask?

On Friday morning the 21st July the American crew of “Foreign Affair” were
up early, cleaning and polishing and making everything ship-shape, ready to
hand the boat back to their friends. They were flying from Paris early on
Saturday. We left our boat in their care, doors and windows open against the
heat and set off on our bicycles to Epernay. There was very little traffic on the
approaching roads and we managed to avoid a main road by cutting through a
retail estate. Once in the town there were cycle paths and we soon found the
Tourist Office. It was very busy but we found out from a very helpful lady that two
Champagne houses were giving a “tasting”, there, at the Tourist Office and, of
course, we could take part. We were worried about our bicycles, which we had
chained to a lamppost, but, no problem, we could take them inside and leave
them in a corridor marked “Private” and which led to staff cloakrooms. Charlier et
Fils from Chatillon was represented by “Champagne Charlie” in person. We were
poured generous flutes of champagne and realised that during our cycle ride to
“The Pope” we had passed his caves. Richard Fliniaux from Ay was represented
by the son of the house, in his twenties and spectacularly handsome, a young
Louis Jordain.

With two glasses of champagne drunk in a very short time we set off to visit
one of the Champagne Houses in Epernay. Most closed for lunch between noon
and 2 p.m. But Achille Princier, next door to Moët et Chandon, and only a short
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walk from the office, remained open. We were welcomed in the impressive
entrance hall by an attractive young lady and taken to watch a video film of
champagne making, which lasted about 20 minutes and then, wrapping a warm
cloak round her shoulders, she led us down stone steps below ground. We were
dressed in shorts and T-shirts and began to feel rather chilly. Achille Princier is
only a small Champagne House with only 2½ km. of cellars compared with Moët
et Chandon’s 30 km. Even so, as we followed her along gallery after gallery, lit by
electric light bulbs and lined with hundreds and thousands of bottles, we
wondered if anyone was ever lost because there did not seem to be any
distinguishing features. It is essentially a traditional house, keeping the old crafts,
one of which is to secure the corks with waxed string, rather than wire. 2 men are
employed doing this and each can manage about 30 bottles per hour. Emerging
from the caves we drank another flute of champagne while we looked in the
showcases in the sales area.

Before retrieving our bicycles from the Tourist Office we walked round parts
of Epernay. The cafés and restaurants were packed with people eating their
lunch. The shops were closed, no rushing round for these office workers in their
lunch two hours. There was very little traffic and so we could wander about
without fear of being involved in an accident.

We passed the weekend like lotus-eaters. I shopped at the Huit à huit but
decided to buy my bread from the boulangerie. I was disappointed that there was
no pain complet but I could order some for the next day and was assured that
being Sunday made no difference. I arranged to be there at 10.30 Sunday
morning.

On preparing for bed on Saturday we remarked that the ship’s toilet was
rather smelly and so retired knowing that we had work to do on Sunday morning.
We found that a large rubber diaphragm of our Henderson pump had split.
Replacing it with our spare took very little time, it was the tedious scraping with
an old screwdriver and scrubbing with an old nailbrush all the moving parts to
remove hard calcium deposits which was the nasty job. Wim came to inquire why
Jimmy was working on a Sunday morning but nodded sagely. “I know the
problem”. If there is one topic, which will engage the conversations of all boat
owners, it is toilets. Wim offered to bring my bread for me but I said that I would
accompany him and we left Jimmy to his “bogology”. We walked up the steep
streets to the road through the village, which ran parallel to the river. There was
another road higher up the hill but that carried all the through traffic and so the
village was very quiet. The bread was hot and smelled delicious as we carried it
back downhill. Over the weekend the space vacated by “Foreign Affair” was first
taken by a Linsen Sturdy owned by a French couple, whom we had met at
Meaux. They had been to Paris and were now going home. They were joined by
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“River Queen”, owned by a Dutch family, which was travelling towards Paris. We
were to meet it again later in the holiday.

A trip boat had moorings further along the river and on Saturday and
Sunday afternoons business was very brisk. The last trip was about 9 p.m. and
there were musicians on the after deck entertaining the customers.

THE MARNE CANAL

Since handing in our remote control, “Basinée” to the éclusier at Fargniers
on June 16th we had travelled along the big rivers of Northern France, the Oise,
the Seine and the Marne under the watchful care of many éclusiers. They were
always ready to take our ropes, to grunt or smile “bonjour” and to wish us “bon
voyage”. I cannot remember having to wait frustrated out on the river wondering if
“he” knew we were there. The red light quickly changed to red and green telling
us that our signal had been heard and that the lock was being prepared for us.
Now we were going to be on our own, how would we manage?

We had a heavy thunderstorm during the night but it had stopped raining
by the time we switched on the engine at 9.35 on July 24th. Wim and Nell, early
risers, had already left. As we approached the lock to take us off the Marne onto
the canal system a boat approached from the direction of Epernay and preceded
us into the lock where the crew waited. To close the lock gates and set the
system in motion we were to use the familiar blue rods, which were placed
behind the ladder in the lock chamber.

We followed our companions along the narrow canal, the contrast with the
broad reaches of the rivers very marked, but at the next lock there seemed to be
problems. There were workboats blocking our way and a dredger was working in
the shallow water. Eventually the workboat moved and we were able to enter the
lock. An “éclusier” took my rope and I realised that it was Wim. He was moored a
little further along and we were to tie up alongside. It was only 10.40 a.m. but the
Stoc supermarket at Ay which we could see 50 m. away did not open until 2.15.
We have met this Monday morning phenomenon in The Netherlands but only
with small shops and banks, not with supermarkets.

I poured out the coffee while Jimmy lifted the deckboards to the engine. As
we had come alongside the engine had made a strange knocking sound. We
examined the weedhatch and, sure enough, found metres of fishing twine round
the propeller and shaft. After removing all this the engine was still knocking and
so Jimmy examined the starboard engine mountings and after tightening a nut on
the starboard forward mounting foot thought that he had solved the problem. We
walked into Ay, Wim and Nell looking for bread while we looked for a cash point.
Ay is another town made prosperous by Champagne but of more recent origin.
The streets are wide and tree lined and all the houses are freshly decorated. Our
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wait for the Stoc to open was well rewarded and we filled a trolley with bottled
water, beer, wine, kitchen roll and toilet rolls and all the heavy and bulky things,
which make shopping on foot or bicycle hard work. The men pushed the trolleys
along the road and stony towpath and then the four of us transferred everything
onto the two boats, having to walk up Wim’s highly varnished gangplank with
each armful. He had thoughtfully put the plank out to prevent us getting nettled
but I was not sure which was the greater hazard. By the time the trolleys had
been pushed back it was 3.30. We were on our way again but the drizzle had
begun and we had reached the relais fluvial at Moreuil sur Ay, which is situated in
an enormous turning circle, almost like a lake and so we indicated to Wim that we
were stopping.

After our free moorings on the Marne we found Moreuil expensive
especially as we have our own excellent shower on board. When the weather
cleared we found, during a walk along the towpath, beautifully designed
explanations of how locks worked and why the canal was built and the flora and
fauna, which could be found on the canal side walks. These notice boards were
placed by most of the locks along this canal. From our reading we also learnt that
each stretch was looked after by a team and that early each morning every lock
was inspected to ensure its proper working “et les corps sont elevés”!! We would
not be alone.

In spite of more rain during the night Tuesday dawned fine and as the day
progressed became hotter and sunnier. Two locks brought us at noon to Condé,
which is a meeting point for three canals – the Marne canal, the canal lateral à la
Marne and the canal l’Aisne à la Marne. As we approached the jetty the engine
was knocking in a most alarming way. We spent four hours during the very hot
afternoon mending the mounting on the forward foot, which was in a very bad
state. (A part, which should not have unscrewed from another, had in fact done
so. To compound the problem I tried to remove it part from under and part from
above but it cannot be done. What I had attempted to avoid, viz. jacking up the
front of engine, could not be avoided. Threads were now damaged and they were
big threads. We carry taps and dies for small stuff but not this size – they were
about 15 mm. Improvisation was called for with hacksaws and screwing good
nuts up and down the threads with much oil, followed by the damaged nuts. It
was a fraught time but success ensued. – JES)

Later in the afternoon the harbour master returned to his boat on which he
lived and finding that the electricity was not working began to telephone various
authorities to find out why. Having dealt with that he then attended to a Danish
yacht whose skipper needed diesel. The garage in the village was closed, “les
vacances”, and so the harbour master put the Dane into his van along with his
jerry cans to find a garage not on holiday. A Belgian in a boat sporting an Anchor
Shade like ours whom we had seen across the Arsenal then came into the
harbour but preferred to lie by the grass because of his dog. Having installed his
wife and his dog under a garden umbrella he came to talk to us but his wife was
not allowing this shirking of duty and began calling across the harbour like a
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Grimsby fishwife. The poor man set off at a trot. At 9.20 p.m. all electricity was off
again and the harbour master explained that “les ourages” (thunderstorms) in the
south were responsible.

There was, however, one piece of good news especially for German
pleasure seekers. A tunnel on the Canal de la Marne au Rhine had been
reopened for pleasure boats only. There had been a fire in the tunnel the
previous week and boats returning to Germany had been expecting to make an
enormous detour.

From Condé we were heading north on the Canal de l’Aisne à la Marne,
which would take us through Reims but first we had to pass through the tunnel of
Mont Billy.

MONT BILLY, REIMS and AISNE CANAL

The thunderstorm during the night of July 25th took some time to move
away and it was 11.30 am before we left our moorings at Condé and entered
écluse 24. The Canal de l’Aisne à la Marne is described as automatisée and we
were introduced to a completely new device for setting into motion the workings
of the écluses. About 75m. before each lock a tight wire is stretched across the
canal supported by 4m. high posts on each bank. Hanging from the wire about
half way between the centre of the canal and the right hand bank was a
“sausage”. It was probably thin metal tubing but covered with padding to protect
the user’s hands. The sausage had to be given a quarter turn to the left. This
manoeuvre entailed approaching the sausage very slowly and in some cases the
crew at the bow (i.e. me!) had extra problems because not all sausages were of
the same length. In fact, one evaded all my attempts to catch and turn it and I
had to rely on Jimmy having more success. He, of course, had to let go of the
tiller and momentarily the boat was not under control. When the quarter turn was
performed successfully a definite “click” could be heard at a sort of switch where
the vertical wire connected with the horizontal and immediately a flashing light
was seen under the normal traffic signals at the entrance to the lock. By the time
we had slowly covered the remaining distance, the lock was usually ready for us
and the gates opening. The rise at each lock was over 2m. and lassoing bollards
was hard work; especially as failed attempts caused the ropes to fall in the water
and so making them much heavier. To add to our difficulties the rain began again
at the 7th écluse. At 14.00 we stopped for half an hour for lunch after the eighth
lock, (no. 17), not stopping any longer because we were not very happy about
our chosen mooring. The canal sides were sloping concrete, not very easy for
fending off and there was only one large bollard. We had to use mooring spikes.
We had seen several barges entering the lock at Condé and knew that there was
regular freight traffic. We did not want our spikes pulled out by sucking from
passing craft. Lunch finished, we carried on and were at the entrance to the
tunnel through Mont Billy by 14.50. The lights were red against us and so we tied
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to a very ancient quay in a deep cutting lined with dripping trees. It was a dark
green, eerie world. Suddenly a banshee wailing assailed our ears and fluorescent
lights came on in the tunnel. We could hear a boat’s engine and after a while a
small speedy motorboat emerged from the tunnel driven by a blonde beauty.

The wailing
stopped. The lights went
out. The red traffic light
changed to green so we
could go. Hardly had we
entered the tunnel when
the wailing began again.
It was caused by gigantic
extractor fans in the roof
taking away all the
exhaust fumes.
Fluorescent lights lit the
tunnel from end to end.
The tunnel seemed only
just wide enough for our
boat, which of course

was wrong because it must have been 5m. for the barges, but we were
convinced that we would scrape the walls. All along one side was a raised quay
where a small engine used to run on rails to pull barges through. A preserved
engine stood by the lock at Condé.

Through the tunnel the weather had improved and our three remaining
locks to Sillery were “downhill” and so easier. In spite of this it was 5.55 when we
switched off in Sillery. Wim was there again to take our ropes. “What kept you?”

Sillery is another relais
fluviale set in a turning circle. It
has a good supply of finger
jetties and a young (probably
student) harbour master who
made a good job of cutting the
very long hedge and mowing
lawns and generally keeping
everywhere spick and span.
Mooring was cheap and
included electricity and water.
Showers were extra. We found
the nights very quiet but Nell
said the anglers kept her
awake. The small village
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seemed to cater for retired people who no longer wanted the hustle and bustle of
Reims and now lived in modern bungalows or small apartment blocks. There
were two buses each day to Reims, one in the morning and one at lunchtime and
two returning each evening at 5.30 and 6.30.

Thursday 27th July was a grey but warm day. I explored the village and
found there was a small market where I bought fresh fish and vegetables and
enquiries sent me in the direction of the boulangerie. Jimmy had already started
scrubbing the hull making use of the well placed finger jetties, with Wim
lengthening and shortening ropes for him. I cleaned all the fenders.

On Friday we caught the 13.25 bus into Reims, taking about 20 mins. to
reach the centre. It is a beautiful city with wide tree lined boulevards and
numerous pavement cafés. One lasting memory for me is of a fountain in a large
square, which bubbled in a thousand tiny drops like champagne. Reims has a
yacht harbour and we decided to look for it although we had no intention of
stopping there. We find shopping for food is difficult in most big cities, it is better
to look out for large supermarkets on the outskirts as we had done at Ay. Viewed
in isolation, the yacht harbour at Reims is very good with finger jetties at right
angles to the canal bank, abundant flower tubs and hanging baskets, electricity,
water and showers, but viewed in conjunction with its surroundings it was awful.
Behind the gardens of the yacht harbour was an urban dual carriageway where
cars disappeared under several bridges with an echoing roar. Across the canal
was a six-lane motorway with lorries screeching past all the time and over the
canal was a busy bridge connecting all these streams of traffic. Besides all this
the barge traffic was heavy and Bruce had told us of a German boat which had
had a cleat ripped from its deck by a barge going past at great speed. Was this or
the lock at Charleroi the real picture of hell? We returned to Sillery on the 5.30
bus, with the same friendly driver, glad that we were going to spend another quiet
night.

We waved goodbye to Wim and Nell on Saturday morning and quickly
travelled through Reims. On the other side of the city we started to look for an
“enormous Leclerc supermarket” which Charlie Bootle had marked on his charts
and which Wim had confirmed, adding that there was a proper quay where the
barges moored. We were approaching a derelict iron works with attendant slag
heaps and rusting girders when Jimmy espied the Leclerc. We pulled into the
dirty muddy quay behind a barge and were pleased to see the lady of the barge
pushing a supermarket trolley along the towpath. Her husband helped her to
empty it and then began to push the trolley back towards the road. We followed
behind pulling our shopping trolley. When we reached the road the barge skipper
had completely disappeared. We walked towards the supermarket but it was not
situated on our road. I retraced my steps to ask the barge lady how we could
reach the Leclerc and she said that I must go under the pylon. Further
exploration revealed a footpath from the road wending its way under an electricity
pylon and then down to a bridge under the motorway, back uphill, across a mown
field and through a fence into Leclerc’s car park and as Charlie had written, it was
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enormous. We bought all sorts of
goodies and then began the
perilous journey back to the boat,
slipping and sliding down paths
made wet by thunderstorms. We
laughed as we tried to find storage
space for everything – the space
under the table looking like a pub
cellar!

At 15.50 we were near the
écluse at Courcy, right in the middle
of the country. There we found a
small quay with bollards and picnic tables and on the mown grass some people
had set up camp and their little skiffs were tied to the quay. A thunderstorm
struck at 6pm and the German campers returned in a very bedraggled state
hoping to coax a fire into life to cook their supper.

Once again we spent a quiet and contented night only to be rudely
awakened at 7am by the sound of a barge passing by. At 7.30 another passed
and when a third passed at 8.00 I decided it was time to get up. Between 8am
and 10am laden barges passed slowly upstream towards Reims punctually every
half hour. They were all anxious to start work promptly on Monday morning.

We travelled for exactly two hours to Écluse no. 4 at Alger. Here again
there was mown grass and picnic tables and the soothing sound of bubbling

water as it flowed
through the by-pass
channel at the side
of the lock. The lock
keeper had won
many prizes for the
gardens round the
lock, which were a
riot of colour with
tubs of flowers and
hanging baskets
round his office and
cottage. During the
afternoon we were
visited by the leader
of the éclusiers, a

diminutive lady on a motor scooter. We arranged to pass through the lock at
9.45am the following morning.

The team leader could not speak any English but by much arm waving and
frequent use of the word “lentement” and the expression “poof!” we understood
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that we were to leave the locks very slowly so that the detectors near the water
line would see us pass and so ensure that the lock would be ready for the next
user. We also abandoned the “sausage”. There would now be posts with radar
detectors as we approached the locks. In spite of our best intentions we arrived
at the next lock but nothing happened. We telephoned the number we had and
our little lady came flying along the towpath on her scooter or broomstick and we
received another arm waving lecture with more “poofs”. Jimmy had the bright
idea of lashing our radar reflector to the mast, which was folded down to allow
passage under the fixed bridges, usually about 3.5 m. high. It worked. We had
not been going too fast, we were just too low down. (Probably all the beer!)

We reached Berry au Bac where our canal joined the Canal lateral à
l’Aisne and which is an important nodal point for the barges. Our little Edith Piaff
was there again to see us through and as the doors opened and we made ready
to leave, a péniche began to enter the lock. What did the skipper think he was
doing? The péniche reversed with much thrashing of its screw into the turning
basin where several other péniches were waiting. I hope his face was red!

Just before 12.30pm we arrived at Variscourt. There was room for at least
four boats but a scarcity of bollards entailed hammering in spikes. We had been
followed up the lateral canal by a Dutch boat, which had come from Compiegne,
thus omitting Paris. The day had become very hot but as we were raising our
Anchor Shade, the Dutch couple set off back along the towpath carrying their
shopping bags. Two German boats left and their places were quickly taken. A
French couple arrived by car and having set up a garden umbrella by the picnic
table for Madam to do her knitting, Monsieur settled down to the serious business
of fishing. I had forgotten about the Dutch couple until I saw them walking along
the opposite side of the canal. They crossed the nearby footbridge and reached
the moorings. It had been about 3km. walking to the village of Variscourt and on
such a very hot day, carrying heavy shopping, not to be recommended.

Towards 6.00pm we were all sitting in the shade of the trees with our pre-
prandial aperitifs or daylong beer drinking to ward off dehydration, in international
conviviality, when we heard the throb of a motor boat’s engine. It was Wim and
Nell. There was not really any room but I asked the French angler if he would
move a little further, which he was happy to do, and I took Nell’s stern rope and
then Wim lassoed a bush with his bow rope. This is not a really approved of style
of mooring but sometimes the Dutch can exhibit a certain German arrogance.
Wim and Nell looked very hot and cross and not on speaking terms. They
brought their chairs to the shade of the trees and slowly simmered down. They
had left Sillery early that morning, intending to visit the “enormous Leclerc”
outside Reims. Like us they had had difficulty finding the footpath but had not
found any one to ask. The Leclerc had been like a mirage in the desert and they
had finally given up the attempt to reach it. Later as the ladies began to move
towards the boats to prepare the evening meals, leaving the men to bring the
tables, chairs, etc. on board, I asked Nell if she had anything to eat. “Oh yes,
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omelettes au naturel”. (Oh dear – Wim had told us only the other day that he was
a great meat eater, he liked 250g. steaks).

Another quiet night was disturbed at 7.00am by a slow moving barge and
by the time we got up Wim and Nell had disappeared. We eventually began
travelling slowly along the canal in increasing heat until we came to the village of
Asfeld. (An unlikely name for a French village). As we approached a road bridge
near the village we saw a large poster on the right-hand side of the arch “Votre
Shoppi, 500m. à la droite”. “I bet Wim’s here” I thought, and, sure enough his
boat was tied to a short quay in company with a French boat. We improvised a
mooring behind them with Wim’s help. “There’s a very good Shoppi” he said “I
am going to have a barbecue”. We went for a short walk into the village but it was
so hot that we decided to return to the shade. Soon after mid-day a continuous
procession of farm tractors and trailers and lorries crossed the bridge on their
way to the silo on the opposite bank and downstream of our mooring. They were
bringing-in the grain harvest and the steady hum of their motors was a
background to Wim’s pacing to and fro with all the paraphernalia of his barbecue.

At dusk three very elaborate streetlights placed on the quay became lit, the
farmers were still working and we sat outside enjoying the warm evening. At
10.30 the streetlights turned off, obviously time in France for honest citizens to go
to bed. The farmers, now using headlamps, decided they had done enough. At
about 2.00am we were woken by an enormous thunderstorm, gigantic even by
French standards. Our sleeping cabin was illuminated by flashes of lightning and
then almost simultaneously with one flash, a great clap of thunder over our
heads. The silo?! Whether it had been struck or not, it was still standing in the
morning!

Wim announced that they were continuing to Rethel where there were
excellent moorings with showers. Although Wim’s boat “’t Zwambuys” was well
appointed with all facilities, like many Dutch boats and all sailing yachts, in my
experience, taking a shower usually drenches the washbasin, toilet and floor so
that after the shower one spends a good half-hour clearing up. We felt that we
were hanging on to their coat tails and said we would stop half way between
Asfeld and Rethel. In the event we passed by the mooring where there was
another silo but this time situated up-wind. We caught up with ‘t Zwambuys at the
following écluse where there was commercial activity and so we arrived at Rethel
at 14.05. We passed a high commercial quay and followed slowly behind Wim
towards the relais fluviale where there was a flurry of activity. Nell was standing
on her after deck, a stricken expression on her face and clutching her heart as if
she was about to have an attack. What could be wrong? We came closer and all
became clear. Gypsies! I had already seen two camper vans parked on the quay
and as I watched a line of white caravans drawn by white vans and more white
campers were coming down a ramp to the quay. They were directed into neatly
parked rows by a tall man dressed in black “western” clothes complete with black
Stetson and cowboy boots. He sported earrings and a ponytail. The first comers
were already in occupation of the relais. Washing machines and spin dryers had
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been plugged into the electricity sockets and water was flowing freely. Rose
bushes and notice boards were already draped with drying washing and children
were running in and out of the shower building throwing water at each other. It
was quite awful and what made it worse was that the local office of the VNF was
on the opposite bank!

We turned round and tied to the commercial quay. Wim and Nell went to
find a supermarket and Jimmy went to find a cash point and if possible the
Mairie. I was left to guard the boats! When they returned Jimmy reported that he
had found the Mairie and reported the presence of gypsies but was told that the
police would not be coming unless there was violence! I had noticed that there
had been well-maintained overnight places by the locks we had passed that
morning and so we decided to use one by the next lock. Sure enough, having
passed through the lock, we found a mooring place with bollards and a single
stepping-off place which by careful tying-up we were both able to use. There,
with a breeze rustling the reeds, which towered above our heads we spent a very
quiet night.

THE CANAL DES ARDENNES

At Asfeld the canal along which we were travelling became the Canal des
Ardennes. We had not noticed any significant difference but from Asfeld to Pont à
Bar the canal stretched 87 km. and employed 44 locks to climb into the
mountains. Between Asfeld and Attigny, our next stop, we had put nine locks
behind us. Attigny is the jumping off point for the real challenge of the Canal des
Ardennes and we arrived there before noon the day after our disappointments at
Rethel. The 60m long, low quay was empty apart from a converted péniche,
which was leaning its stern against the quay at one end. Throughout the
afternoon, one by one, boats arrived until the little quay was full and people were
forced to tie up on railings along the rising foundations of a bridge. Some
gymnastic pulling on ropes enabled the 60+ers to gain the path. The
conversation centred on the occupation of the relais at Rethel. Many of the boat
crews, who were veterans of the Canal des Ardennes, were only too willing to
impart advice on the best way to tackle the many locks. Wim and Nell were
leaving the following morning but we decided to stay an extra day and travel on
Saturday.

Having said our Goodbyes and “Goede Reis” we walked into the village of
Attigny which boasted a central square dominated by a fortified keep and an old
church pock-marked by bullets. The square also contained two bakers, two
butchers and a vegetable shop whose owner was “en vacances”. Fortunately
there was a Shoppi very near the moorings. It was the biggest that we had seen
with a small car park, petrol pumps and a gas store. There were photographs in
the square of people who had lived there in the first half of the twentieth century.
It had been a small industrial town providing support for the surrounding
farmlands. The men were dressed uniformly in dark suits, flat caps and white
mufflers, just like working men in England at that time. There was a memorial
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stone on the bridge over the canal, which had been placed there in 1994. It
commemorated the rear-guard action in 1944 of a group of German infantry in
face of the liberating forces. It had been placed there 50 years later. It was
strange. I had accepted without question the placing of a large memorial to Les
Soldats Anglais on a roundabout in La Ferté. These men had fought a similar
rearguard action in 1940 to enable their comrades to reach the Channel ports
and safety, and in every small French village there is a memorial to the sons and
daughters of La France, but this stone in Attigny was in memory of the enemy
placed by the erstwhile enemy. I learnt yet another facet of the French character.

On returning to the boat after our walk we found that the
“Rhodesian/Canadians” had arrived. We had met them weeks before at Lagny (of
noisy railway fame) when they were on their way to Paris. Also on board were
their daughter, son-in-law and baby grandchild and in Paris they had planned to
meet other members of their family. Now they were travelling north, to Sneek in
Friesland where they were hoping to sell their boat. They had spent five summers
away from Canada and had decided to call it a day. Incidentally they had stayed
at Lagny on their return journey and had not been disturbed in any way by the
trains! My friend Pamela had once asked if we ever met people again with whom
we had already exchanged friendship. Quite surprisingly we do. Once more the
quay at Attigny was full to overflowing by Friday evening. Everyone was talking of
making an early start next day, some before 7.00am and so we decided to stay in
bed and not deviate from our normal routine. When we left Attigny at 9.05am on
Saturday morning, we left behind one French boat. The couple aboard had
travelled as far as Attigny and intended turning round and retracing the route.

The first lock we came to was easy. It was broken! While the “monteurs” in
their blue overalls prodded and poked at the mechanisms, Madame l’eclusière
walked wearily up and down the length of the lock, raising paddles and turning
handles. For her the day had started badly. For us, one down, twenty-seven to
go.

Within minutes we had caught up with a heavily laden Belgian barge and
hardly had Jimmy called his ship’s name on the radio than the skipper called us
past. At the following écluse there was also an éclusier because we had to show
our papers and French waterways’ licence. When all was found in order we were
passed through onto a small stretch of river and quickly into another lock where
yet another éclusier waited. This was wonderful, what had all the fuss been
about? We were soon to find out. The lockkeeper, dressed for the Canal des
Ardennes in a uniform of Lincoln green, called me to the bow, indicating that I
must bring my boat hook. He then began to demonstrate how I must “pousse le
perche”. “Le perche” is an iron rod bent like a hairpin and there is one fixed at
water level at each end of every lock. They are at right angles to the side of the
lock and seemed to be attached with a spring-loaded hinge. A péniche, which is
just less wide than the lock, pushes the metal rod to one side on entering the lock
and keeps the rod there until it has reached the far gates and then the rod
springs back into position. A smaller pleasure boat cannot do this, not without
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causing great damage to the hull side, hence my lesson in pushing “le perche”.
Not only must I push it, but I must hold it back for a count of eight seconds, failure
to do so would prevent the automatic mechanisms from working, not only for our
boat but for others behind and others coming in the opposite direction. Having
demonstrated my ability to count to eight while pushing the bar on leaving the
lock, we were sent on our way. At that precise moment a converted barge, which
had passed through Attigny the previous evening, pulled out in front of us from
the bank where it had spent the night. We called out to the skipper and he was
happy that we both go into the next lock together. We tied tightly to the bollard at
the centre of the barge’s stern and another rope at our stern to the lock side. It
seemed to work fairly well but at the following lock, probably on purpose, the
tying to the stern bollard was not so tight and as the water surged into the lock
chamber, the barge was pushed backwards, we surged forwards and the pushpit
rail was in danger of jamming under the counter stern of the barge. I was worried
for my fingers, our safety, everything.

We decided to travel alone and having shouted our intention to the skipper,
slowed down over the next stretch of canal to allow the converted barge to go
ahead. A Lincoln green clad man came to see what was happening and smiled
his approval at our decision. The next problem, of course, was that we had to
push “le perche” for ourselves. Leaving the lock was easy but entering was
another matter entirely. The lock gates had just opened, the water was swirling, a
by-pass channel was pouring more water on the right hand side of the boat, all
combined to make steering a straight course almost impossible and then to
compound the problem I had to push the rod against the lock side, inevitably
pushing the boat off course in the process. Once in the lock our problems were
not over because now we must tie to bollards 3m. above our heads. We tried
tying bigger loops in our ropes but wielding ropes on the end of a boat hook while
balanced on the boat roof calls for the expertise of a circus acrobat. Tempers
were becoming frayed. Our next solution was to secure the bow rope to the
ladder and then by using the motor and the rudder, hold the boat to the lock wall
as we had seen the professionals doing. This was fairly horrific as well. Surging
about in “boiling” water and all the time aware that we were delaying the barge
behind us whose skipper had let us pass.

Then at last we found our “modus vivendi”. First, “poussez le perche”, then
tie to the ladder in the lock chamber; then Jimmy, armed with two long ropes,
climbed the ladder and put the ropes on the bollards, descend the ladder, on the
way pulling up the blue rod, which would shut the lock gates; untie from the
ladder, then tend the ropes fore and aft while we rose majestically as in a lift.
Easy. For the remaining 21 locks this is what we did and apart from Jimmy’s
aching calf muscles it worked very well.

There were, of course, two small hiccoughs. At écluse 14 the gates did not
open to allow us to leave the lock. The boiling water had gently subsided and
was lapping to and fro over the closed gates, the water level in the lock rising and
falling imperceptibly and nothing else happened. Jimmy stepped ashore and
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outside the small engine house on the quay found an “intercom”. Having pressed
the button and been greeted by “Allo”, Jimmy explained “Je suis à l’écluse
quatorze et les portes n’ouvrent pas”. “D’accord. Je viens!” Hardly had Jimmy
stepped back on board than we heard a scooter engine approaching and with a
squeal of brakes and a spray of gravel our Merry Man had arrived to the rescue.
He disappeared into the engine house and within seconds the lock gates began
to open slowly. What service!

Soon after midday we had about 1km. of canal stretching between locks
and saw the converted barge tied to the bank but as soon as we appeared it set
off again in front of us. “Merde!” (Plus a quantity of Anglo-Saxon! – J). As no one
had advised us that one ought to prepare a quantity of sandwiches for this epic
day, I took the opportunity of buttering some bread and opening two bottles of
beer, which we managed to enjoy before the next lock was ready for us to enter.
As the afternoon wore on the locks became closer together. As one lock closed
behind, another opened ahead. There was no respite but happily there were
more men in green to lend a hand. At first I thought this was a criticism of our
speed, or lack of it, but on reflection, realised that we were at the end of the
ladder and that the men who had been spread through its length were now all at
the end to help the late starters. Willing hands took our ropes, I rescued
someone’s brand new hat from the waters before they began to swirl and like a
prize for a task well done we were presented with a bright yellow remote control,
“Ici”, which was to be our servant for the next several days.

We carried on along the canal for another 1.5 to 2 km. to the village of Le
Chesne, where at 17.40 we switched off the engine. Just before a bridge there
was space for 2 or 3 boats on each side of the canal provided with water and on
the left hand side, electricity. It was a bit like a canyon with the bridge and church
high above but after our long day, most welcome. It was not long before our
friendly barge came along and stopped long enough for the skipper’s wife to get
on board. I guessed that she had been shopping before the shops closed. After
the barge came three Dutch boats and a German. The German boat had
problems, it had a broken cable and could not engage reverse and so we helped
him to tie up.

Sunday was a very quiet day, for most of the time just us and the German
couple and we all made use of the time giving our boats a good clean, inside and
out. A walk through the quiet village during the afternoon revealed a “Spar” on
one side of the bridge and a baker and another general store on the other. On
Monday morning the German Lady was delighted to tell me that her husband had
visited a garage as soon as it opened and although the owner could not supply
the right cable, after work that day he would drive the German skipper to a boat
yard, which could. He was as good as his word because two days later when we
were lying at Pont à Bar we waved as they went past. On Monday we left Le
Chesne, stayed one night in the middle of the country at Cassine having passed
the narrow boat “Albert” going towards the 28 locks.
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On Tuesday we
reached Pont à Bar, which is
a centre for a hire boat
company and on the
opposite side of the canal a
privately owned boat yard
where we bought 60L. of
diesel at a highly inflated
price. The weather had
become very hot again. We
cycled at Pont à Bar but it
was not as easy as the flat
cycling in The Netherlands.
There were no shops in the
vicinity, but the Tabac next to the lock took orders for bread. Having passed on
this snippet of information to our new German neighbour I found a hot baguette
waiting for me in the cockpit when I got up on Thursday morning.

During the last few days we had been exchanging text messages with
Robert and his friend who were driving round Europe, seemingly visiting as many
countries as possible in their three weeks holiday. We decided to meet them at
Sedan, a big enough place for them to find and there was a campsite next to the
yacht harbour, both run by the municipality. These facilities were very good but I
was disappointed with Sedan itself. A town of such historical importance and
boasting the largest fortress in Europe it did not seem to be cherished by the
French. However the area round the fortress had been cleaned and new
boulevards were being laid out, with flowerbeds and a visitors’ centre and so
maybe the French have realised its potential. We dined out with Robert and his
friend in a tiny bistro in the shadow of the fortress. The manager at the camping
had recommended it but the meal was very indifferent, not a good example of
Haute Cuisine.

We left Sedan
on Saturday the 12th

August, the weather
still very hot. We
were now travelling
on the river Meuse
and would continue
to do so right
through Northern
France, into Belgium
and on into The
Netherlands, where
it is called the river
Maas. We had
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actually joined the Meuse after Pont à Bar and so the stretch from Pont à Bar to
Sedan we covered twice. We found “Ici” very good. “Easy” in fact. About 100m.
before an écluse stood a post with the word “ici” on a board. Here we pressed
our remote control and a light on the board began to flicker so that we knew that
we had made contact. Moving closer to the lock the traffic signals would change
from red to red/green, showing that the lock was being prepared and then to
green to show us that we could enter. Having tied up we pulled up the blue rod
behind the ladder as usual to set the rest of the mechanism into motion. We were
of course travelling downstream, which is much easier and having left Sedan at
10.10 we arrived at Charleville-Meziers at 14.05 having passed through 6 locks.
The Meuse in the Ardennes region twists and turns between tree covered slopes.
The hills on each side are quite high and once again there is very little traffic. We
were very much in a world of our own. At the approach to Charleville we thought
that “Ici” had let us down because the flicker light did not work. We were just
about to turn round and try again when we noticed that the lock gates were
opening. A rather fat lock keeper was standing many feet above us and unusually
was not very helpful with the ropes. After we had passed through the lock we had
to hand “Ici” to him. Although we did not realise it, we were now to be in the care
of lock keepers all the time. The moorings at Charleville were on a large loop of
river, which was dammed by a weir. When we left we joined the river again below
the weir. Once again the moorings and a campsite were under the same
management. There was plenty of room when we arrived but by evening some
boats were double moored. Behind the campsite rose Mount Olympus, a great
outcrop of rock, which had been the reason for the river making its great
meander. Mount Olympus was essentially for pleasure, criss-crossed with
winding footpaths and a restaurant near the top. There was a large car park and
a swimming pool near the campsite. We walked across a narrow suspension
bridge to the town and through a narrow shopping street to the Place du Duc. It
was magnificent. It had been built by Duke Charles de Gonzague and La Place
was where he paraded his soldiers. La Place was square with a narrow entry
halfway along each side, which could be barricaded and easily defended. The
Saturday market was being held and though there were many stalls, they
seemed dwarfed by their magnificent setting.

We stayed three nights in Charleville. The weather continued to be very hot
and the only energetic thing we did was to walk up Mount Olympus on Sunday
morning. Tuesday the 15th August was the Feast of the Assumption of the Virgin
Mary and there was some discussion as to whether the lock keepers would be on
holiday. The harbour master assured us that all would be as usual and so we
continued on our way. We came to the second lock of the day at 11.15 am where
there was a long queue of boats headed by two péniches. A message came
down the line that there was a problem with the lock and the monteurs had been
sent for. Tying up for those of us at the end of the queue was particularly difficult
because the quay had run out and we were left with the corrugated iron lining of
the riverside. Nettles, etc. did not encourage us to jump down from the boat but
somehow we succeeded and soon we were drinking coffee. The day had started
grey and misty but by this time was becoming hot and sunny.
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Soon there was movement at the écluse and by 1.00 p.m. we were
through. Just the other side we saw a mooring big enough for one boat. The
large bollards placed far apart indicated that péniches were expected to stop but
the picnic table sent other messages and so we stopped. Further traffic through
the lock did not cause us any problems. After lunch we walked along the
riverbank and crossed a bridge into the village of Joigny sur Meuse. The solidly
built, grey, stone houses and the clean air where whispers seemed to carry a
long way were all magical. We read a notice at the Mairie, which said that the
manifestations and sports, which should have taken place on July 14th but did not
owing to the dreadful thunderstorms, would be taking place that day, August 15th.
They were in a field opposite our “private” mooring. That night was absolutely still
except for the hooting of a lone owl.

The following day we travelled for exactly one hour before reaching the
small town of Bogny where there was a jetty large enough for four boats. Here
there was electricity and water. The town had once been the centre of the slate
quarrying industry. There was a museum and on our walks we found piles of
slate chippings lying everywhere. It was fortunate that we had developed the
practice of reading notices placed by the Mairie otherwise we would not have
known that the drinking water was contaminated and should be boiled - another
legacy of the thunderstorms perhaps. Clearly we could not top up our tank here!

After two nights at Bogny we carried on downstream and two hours and
two locks later we reached Laifour. A short quay lay on the inner side of a great
sweeping bend in the river. Behind was a small village with a tiny railway halte
and across the river rose the tree-covered hills. It was as if we had been
transplanted to the side of a Scottish loch. Downstream stood a railway bridge
and trains emerged from a tunnel through the mountain. Somewhere in the
distance a dog barked and the noise echoed eerily round the tops of the
mountains. When we arrived three boats were already there and so we moored
as close to one as we could so as to leave the maximum amount of space should
another boat arrive.

The boat at the far end of the quay, belonging to a Dutchman, had been
locked up and left. Of course he may have been called home to an emergency
but one is not supposed to leave boats unattended at these free places.
Unfortunately later in the afternoon a Frenchman did try to bring his boat into the
gap we had left. He was just too large and after trying to force his way in, left,
shouting that this was his country and he had every right to stay there. He was
right. I felt sorry for him. All these facilities have been provided by the V.N.F. (in
exchange for a licence fee) and yet very few Frenchmen enjoy them.

There was a gigantic thunderstorm during the night, which echoed and
re-echoed round the mountains. We awoke to thick mist, which never completely
cleared but hung amongst the treetops on the opposite side of the river. After
lunch we walked through the village and crossed the river by a road bridge.
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Walking back along the towpath we passed a small caravan site where most of
the parked cars had Belgian number plates. We crossed back to the village via a
footpath on the side of the iron railway bridge. I was pleased that a train did not
cross at the same time because we seemed very near the rails although there
was a safety railing between the track and the path. By late afternoon the
thunderstorms returned. By walking downstream we had hoped to see Les
Dames de la Meuse but decided that it was too long a walk. Les Dames are high
bare rocks, which rise steeply from the river and are ladies who were turned to
stone because they were unfaithful to their husbands when they were away
fighting. We were no more successful in seeing these famous rocks the following
day when we set off downstream in the boat. After a very short distance we left
the river for a lateral canal, which by-passed the next weir. The trees lining the
canal cut off our view of the far side of the river and any hope of espying the
famous landmark.

The sun returned on Monday morning and after our having passed through
two locks, which seemed to have become our standard distance, we arrived at
the relais at Revin. Once more we were on a dead arm of the river leading
eventually to a weir. The town council managed the moorings, which lay on a
long riverside quay with beautifully laid out public gardens behind. For F35 per
day all amenities were provided. Even the hanging baskets on the lampposts
were watered automatically. The drinking water could only be obtained with a
special “Gardena” fitting which the Harbour Mistress provided when she came in
the evening. The quay was particularly low which Jimmy found very useful for
scrubbing the hull. Indeed several skippers were busy at the same task. Our
nearest neighbours returned from a walk pushing a supermarket trolley and on
investigation we found an Inter-Marché supermarket about 150m. back along the
riverside. Before leaving Revin we just had to shop there!

The old town of Revin lies in a peninsula formed by a giant loop in the river.
Again, like Mount Olympus, it is a great rocky outcrop and the lorries, which
crossed the old road bridge climbed up a steep street with hairpin bends to reach
the town. The hill is called Le Boucle and we bought a china plate depicting Le
Boucle, Revin and the Ardennes as a souvenir of our holiday. On Tuesday
afternoon, despite the heat, we set off walking through the old town and up a
twisting road to the viewpoint at the top where there were some well-placed
seats. Half way there we passed a memorial to 130 maquis from the town who
were shot in June 1944.

When we left Revin on the Thursday morning, August 24th, we had to pass
through a lock and a short tunnel through the neck of Le Boucle to rejoin the river
Meuse below the weir. The tunnel was carved through limestone rock, which was
quite jagged and marks of the miners’ tools could be seen. The morning began
misty but as we looped and turned through the hills with woods on one side and
fields on the other, the sun re-appeared. After 3 locks we reached Fumay.
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Here the quay
was of white stone
or concrete, wide
like a promenade
with the town rising
steeply behind and
the tree clothed hills
opposite. There was
a busy bar and
“chippy” at one end
of the promenade
and at the other
mown grass which
was the domain of
the fattest swans I
have ever seen.
They hated
swimming, probably they were frightened of sinking and all day people arrived to
feed them with bread. Once again this had been a town dependent on the slate
industry and now hoping to attract tourists. The streets were steep and narrow
and many of the shopkeepers were on holiday but we found a Huit à huit for fresh
vegetables and bread and bought our meat at the Boucherie. Mooring at Fumay
was free but electricity had to be paid for. Sunday was a poor day after a rainy
night and so we decided to stay another day and as our solar panels would not
be very effective in the gloom then to buy some electricity and watch the Grand
Prix on the T.V.

August 28th dawned grey and misty and after filling with water we left
Fumay at about 10.00 am. We had a very long wait at the first lock of the day.
Was the lock keeper still sleeping off the effects of a good weekend? Another,
Dutch, boat joined us and gave long blasts on the ship’s horn. We had tried that!
Eventually the lock keeper arrived. We passed very quickly through two locks in
the company of the Dutch boat and experienced that morning the first rain during
a passage since travelling down the river Oise to Beaumont many weeks
previously. At 12.00 noon we arrived at Vireux-Wallerand.

After tying up we each have a fixed pattern of routine. I see to the fridge,
lighting the gas or if there is electricity available making sure that it is working. On
this occasion I hung waterproof jackets in the shower and generally tidied the
inside of the boat. If sunny, I make sure the curtains are drawn on the sunny side
to help keep the boat cool. While this is going on Jimmy works outside, hoisting
the mast to a vertical position if we needed to have had it lowered for bridges and
positioning the TV aerial. The precise nature of doing this often entails Jimmy
standing on the boat roof while I sit inside giving coded signals on a plastic mouth
blown horn. – Serious stuff. On this particular morning I was surprised to hear
Jimmy’s and another English voice. On investigation I met Frank who was on
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holiday with his wife and daughter in a gite, which overlooked the moorings. He
had seen us arrive and could not resist coming to say “hello”.

Vireux-Wallerand and
Vireux Molhain are two quite
separate towns on opposite
sides of the river and until a
modern road bridge was built
across the river, led quite
separate lives. We were
moored in Vireux-Wallerand
at very modern moorings and
up-stream of the road bridge.
Frank had warned us that the
local youth rode back and
forth on the bridge every
evening on their unsilenced motorbikes but by the time we arrived they must
have used up their week’s allowance of petrol! During the day, however, very
long articulated lorries carrying tree trunks crossed the bridge, their destination
the large timber yard further downstream of the moorings. Frank’s gite had a long
garden down to the river and its front opened out onto the main street. Here there
were excellent shops and the town hall. Vireux-Molhain on the opposite side of
the river was quite different. Here the mountain almost met the river and only left
a narrow strip of land for the main road, a row of shops and houses, a railway line
behind them and then some more stone built cottages. Tuesday afternoon we
crossed the railway line, opening and shutting the wood protective gates and
walked up the mountain along the steep and twisting road. Eventually we
reached a third century Roman camp, which had been excavated in 1977. There
was a much steeper track back to the river but we decided to stay with the road.
Looking over the wall by the cemetery we could see a Shoppi on the main road
next to the river but the shops in Vireux-Wallerand supplied our needs. After
dinner we were invited to the gite to meet Frank’s wife Angie and daughter Ruth
and spent a pleasant evening with them.

On Wednesday 30th August we carried on downstream towards Givet. We
passed through our last tunnel under Ham. There are famous limestone caves at
Ham, which I had visited as a schoolgirl. There was a lady lock keeper at the lock
at the end of the tunnel playing very loud music while she swept the lock sides
keeping every thing spik and span. The journey from Ham to Givet is dominated
on the left bank by great limestone quarries and then the fortress of Givet, which
is still in military use for the French SAS.

In Givet we moored at the club on floating pontoons in the middle of the
river rather than on the town quay, which was very close to a busy road. The
afternoon was warm and sunny and we wandered through the narrow streets of
the town. The people seemed much noisier and more “Belgian” than we had
seen for weeks.
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By now we were aware of an oil crisis throughout Europe. OPEC refused to
produce more oil, the U.S. thought there would be a winter shortage and prices
were rising daily. British refineries were being blockaded by angry lorry drivers,
people were calling for the “green” taxes to be reduced and French fishermen
were blocking the ferry ports causing chaos for returning holiday makers. We
would have liked to stay longer in Givet but with one more écluse to pass through
to reach Belgium we decided to leave. I was convinced that the lock could be
blocked by one péniche and we would be held up for days.

The weather was beautiful on the last day of August as we left France.
Crossing into Belgium we stopped at the old customs quay and bought 100L of
red diesel. We were charged BEF20 per litre, which, although a 50% rise on two
months previously, was a relief after the prices we had been hearing on the radio.
The Meuse in this part of Belgium is still beautiful with rocky cliffs rising sheer
from the river. A railway line runs along the side of the river and disappears into
tunnels through the rock like a model railway. On this beautiful day there were
rock climbers clinging in a most alarming manner to the almost sheer faces of the
cliffs. We reached the
small yacht harbour of
Anseremme just before 2
p.m. It is a very friendly
club set in a circle with just
a narrow entrance from
the river. The club also
has a visitor’s jetty on the
riverside, shaded by trees,
which must be very
pleasant during high
summer. Unfortunately the
railway crosses the river
just downstream and is fairly noisy.

We unpacked our bicycles and made the short bicycle ride from the yacht
club to the shopping street of Anseremme. It lies between the river and the cliffs
and boasts a small Del Haize supermarket.  On leaving the supermarket we
realised that the key for the bicycles’ padlock was still on the boat and not in
Jimmy’s pocket. While he walked the three mile round trip to fetch the key, I
stood by the supermarket exit where the bicycles were chained to a down spout
and was entertained by a family of house martins in a nest under the eaves.
When we eventually returned to the harbour we found that our neighbours were
the same neighbours from Revin. This was their harbour and this was the end of
their holiday.

Friday September 1st was grey and wet. We left Anseremme and having
passed through one lock where we bought our vignette to take us to Maastricht
we were tied up in Dinant by 11.00 a.m. There are two visitors’ quays in Dinant
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upstream and downstream of the busy road bridge. We had found previously that
the upstream mooring, beneath some apartments was marginally more quiet but
both sides are disturbed by the busy railway line which runs along the opposite
bank. The first weekend in September is a festival weekend in Dinant with stalls
along the streets and marching bands but the rain put a blight on the occasion.
The town is dominated by the citadel on a cliff, which rises sheer from the main
street. We discovered that protective netting had been hung over the rock, which
had been pinned with giant rivets where it is being eroded. The great church of
Notre Dame stands at the foot of the citadel. The number of citadels and
fortifications all the way down the Meuse from Sedan emphasises the importance
of the river as a defence against invading armies.

We woke to rain on Saturday morning and so decided to curtail our visit to
Dinant. We arrived at La Rivière at 1.30 p.m. The mooring is just before a lock
and boats lie against a stone quay. Bollards have been provided and hanging
baskets make it look very pleasant. The quiet is deafening! La Rivière is a tiny
hamlet, the one shop being a convenience counter at an Esso garage and the
houses standing between the mooring and the road cut off traffic noise. We were
joined at La Rivière late on Saturday afternoon by a Dutch boat (Marianne) and
so Sunday morning we went into the lock together. We were held up at écluse
Tailfer because a regatta was being held on the river. Belgian barges do not work
on Sundays and the locks are kept open during the summer for pleasure craft.
Consequently sailing clubs and speedboat clubs have their competitions on a
Sunday. Our Dutch companion was very anxious about being held up because
he had guests aboard who had left their car at Dinant. They had planned to stop
at Namur to catch a bus back to Dinant to retrieve the car. With a Sunday
timetable they might miss the only bus and so when we were able to leave the
lock the Dutch boat set off at high speed. We, coming behind at a much slower
rate, endured the wrath of the Belgians in the club safety boat. We saw the Dutch
boat tied up at Namur but we carried on to Beez where Nell had told us there
would be a yacht harbour. The stretch of river between Dinant and Namur has
been developed by the Belgians who enjoy the good life and there are some
beautiful houses and gardens and riverside restaurants.

The club at Beez, as at Anseremme, is protected from the main river by a
very high wall leaving a narrow entrance for boats. The visitors’ jetty was near the
entrance and had been taken over by a flock of geese. A railway line along the
bank disappeared into the rocks and all the afternoon daring young men and
women climbed the rocks, which rose from the water to a heart stopping height.

The locks between Namur and Maastricht are large and modern with
floating bollards. Commercial traffic is fairly heavy but the lockkeepers usually
find room for a small boat at the back. Once more we had to comply with Belgian
bureaucracy. Having bought a new vignette at the lock above Dinant we were
now obliged to have it stamped at every lock through which we passed. A
morning’s travelling and one lock brought us to a brand new yacht harbour at
Huy. Protected again by a high wall, it had floating jetties and a very well
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equipped clubhouse. We cycled along the towpath into Huy. There is a quay near
the bridge and a huge shopping mall behind but the river traffic would make it
unpleasant for a night’s stay. The old town over the bridge is dominated by the
cathedral and the citadel high above. The cobbled streets were bustling. We sat
in the Grande Place for a while “to watch the world go by” before cycling back to
the boat.

Between Huy and Liège the river becomes more and more influenced by
industry. There are iron works and scrap iron, chemical works, quarries, noise
and clatter. There is a lot of river traffic and powerful tugs, which cross from one
bank to the other and of which you must be very aware. Our Australian friend
who made the journey with us from Namur to Liège in 1998 complained that he
had never experienced such an industrial approach to a city! He should try the
Aire and Calder near Castleford!

We had just tied up in the first lock of the morning after our night at the Port
du Statte, Huy and Jimmy was up in the office with the lockkeeper when the
Dutch boat from La Rivière came roaring into the lock. Its following wake caused
our boat to pitch alarmingly and I had to hold on tight. The crew of this boat and a
speedboat accompanying it had some difficulty in tying up. (Did they not realise
why?) We left the lock very sedately but they were soon pounding down the river.
We eventually caught up with them at the following lock where they had each tied
up behind barges in such a way that there was no room for us either in front or
behind so we tied alongside the Dutch boat. Mevrouw was not at all happy, her
boat being plastic and ours steel, but most of her wrath seemed to be directed at
her husband. As we left there were already commercial craft waiting to enter and
so we were positioned to the port side of the river making it difficult for the
Dutchman to overtake us. Suddenly he applied full throttle, we rolled in a great
bow wave and he was almost sucked into the river wall by the undertow, which
he had caused. Jimmy yelled “w*****”. I thought that perhaps he had another bus
to catch!

We stopped at the Port des Yachts at Liège. It was just before 2 p.m. It is a
“good port in a storm” but after visiting on two previous occasions we only
intended staying for one night. The capitainerie was being rebuilt and the
electricity was not working. A fast urban motorway runs along the length of the
harbour and the barges go past at great speed causing waves to come into the
harbour and upsetting even visitors’ boats, which are moored at the innermost
end. The weather had cleared and so we set off to the nearest Del Haize, quite a
distance, to return some empty beer and wine bottles carrying a deposit, which
we had saved through France. We had previously discovered that by crossing
the river away from the city centre, it was much easier to shop.

Wednesday 6th September and it was our last day in Belgium and it was
raining again. Just 4km. downstream from Liège the Albert Canal begins. The
river Meuse branches to the right towards a large weir and the Albert Canal is to
the left. On the promontory between the two arms of water stands an enormous
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statue of King Albert looking up river towards Liege. Behind the statue is an
impressive war memorial and gardens. Between km. 5 and 6 on the canal is a
Texaco bunker ship. Here we stopped and filled our tank to the brim with red
diesel. We took on 250L. altogether at BEF20 per litre.

The last great event before reaching The Netherlands was the lock at
Lanaye, which has a 14m. fall from the Albert Canal back onto the river Meuse,
now the Rivier Maas. We have passed through twice before but have never been
called into the large chamber with floating bollards. However long the ropes we
use, they never seem long enough and as the water drains out of the lock we find
that some of the small bollards in the lock side are missing. On arrival here one
has to hand in the vignette and get a “Quittance”. I asked the lockkeeper if all the
bollards where I had tied up were in place. He said they were, but could I trust
him? Miraculously we did a near perfect descent and watched in trepidation as
the other boat in the lock with us ran out of rope and the lady was panicking on
the fore deck trying to unravel bits of orange coloured string. By this time the rain
was falling heavily and the wind had got up and so we turned back up river after
leaving the lock and found a mooring at the little club at Eisden.

MAASTRICHT

The journey
down the river
Maas from
Eisden to
Maastricht only
takes an hour.
Jimmy had been
determined to
motor round the
moat of the
Gemeente Huis
where the
“infamous” treaty
was signed but it
was too shallow
although the

chart indicated that there would be sufficient depth. Yacht clubs abound in or
near Maastricht, all expensive, but for the travelling boat there are moorings in
the middle of the river in the centre of the town between the two bridges.

The arched Roman bridge is now closed to road traffic and some of the
arches have been replaced to make a lifting bridge over a channel of reliable
depth for commercial boats. It is against the dam, which contains this channel
and stretches from the Roman, St. Gervaise, bridge to the new road bridge at
which yachts can lie gratis. Who should be offering to help us tie up but the
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w***** from “Marianne”. We had hoped not to see him again! Later in the day
there were some people whom we were pleased to see, Jan Willem and
Francine in their brand new Linsen “Noorderzon”. Francine consulted her log and
said we had last met in 1992 when they had been “running in” their first Linsen.
We joined them for pre-prandial drinks on their new boat, which was like a battle
ship. They had spent the summer travelling to Marseilles and back. I am not sure
if they thought it had been worthwhile, they had experienced two weeks of the
Mistral while there, which had covered their boat in sand. They were returning to
the Linsen works at Maasbracht for servicing before going home to Heemstede.
The weather had picked up considerably and so on Saturday, after strolling round
the market we sat on our after deck and watched the river traffic and the long
queues of people boarding the trip boats.

It was our intention to leave Maastricht on Sunday morning after buying the
Sunday Times in the belief that there would be very little traffic on the Juliana
Canal. We set off at 10.30 am. and arrived at Maasbracht soon after 3 p.m. The
passage through the two large locks was very speedy but this may have been
because there had been quite a lot of commercial traffic. We had arranged with
Francine that we would call at the Linsen yard and fill with water because we
liked the idea of spending the night in a sand-winning lake (a grind gat) rather
than the enormous yacht harbour at Wessem. We found John Willy and Francine
hard at work cleaning their boat. It was very hot and John Willy was delighted to
unroll the water hose for me so that he could have an impromptu shower! We
were however alarmed to hear from them that during the night their ropes had
been lifted from the bollards on the very high quay in Maastricht and thrown in
the river. Fortunately they had also tied to other bollards nearer the water. This
had also happened to other boats but fortunately not to us. We tend to use lower
bollards owing to the lowness of our boat.

We found a mooring on a grassy bank in the grind gat, an enormous lake
where dredging for sand and gravel is still taking place. There were several boats
with their crews having picnics and barbecues but they left before dark leaving us
and a couple of boats which were tied to a hulk in the middle of the lake. Some
time in the night Jimmy awoke and feeling at an angle deduced that we were
aground! Panic set in and so in nightie and pyjamas we let go our ropes and
managed to push the boat from the bank and set off across the lake towards
where we had seen the hulk. It was pitch black, I was trying to guide the way with
the searchlight and throw a rope to the hulk without waking the neighbours or
denting our boat. At least here the water was 20m. deep!

We went back to bed and slept soundly for a couple of hours before being
wakened by passing barges entering the lock at Panheel onto the Wessem-
Nederweert canal and other barges being loaded with gravel. Perhaps a night at
the yacht harbour would have been more restful.

We were called into the old lock – the oude sluis – at Panheel, which
seemed short of bollards but somehow we managed. Previously we had been
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sent into the big new one with the barges where there are floating bollards. The
stretch of canal between Panheel and Nederweert is very peaceful. The fully
laden barges travel very slowly. The canal runs very straight through dense
woodland. At Nederweert we joined the Zuid Willems Vaart, which used to start in
Maastricht but now starts just in Belgium, and cuts north to Den Bosch by-
passing an enormous loop of the river Maas. There are several locks but they are
efficiently manned and there was very little delay. The only distraction is a fast
and busy road, which runs north along the west side of the canal. A recently
constructed by-pass canal has been built at Helmond and one large lock replaces
three locks and various lifting bridges through the town. By 5.30 p.m. we were on
the north side of Helmond in a quiet part of the old canal in front of the now
disused lock. There are mooring places both south and north of the town but we
have found from experience that the busy road takes a more inland route on the
north side thus making those moorings marginally quieter. Utilising one old barge
bollard and our mooring spikes we made ourselves safe for the night.

At 9.30 the following morning, 12th September we left Helmond and
immediately turned left into the Wilhelmina Canal, at the start of which is a lifting
bridge, which carries the trunk road traffic over the canal. There is often a lengthy
wait because the bridge keeper tries not to cause a long queue of lorries but on
this occasion we were through the bridge by 9.45 am. There are several opening
bridges on the Wilhelmina Canal but gradually they are becoming controlled from
a central control point using cameras. There was a hold up this particular
morning because traffic signals were not working properly because the engineers
were installing the automatic machinery. In spite of this we arrived at Oirschot at
12.45. Weather permitting we intended staying one or two nights here. The town
is only a short bicycle ride away and the 100m. long mooring in a widening of the
canal is usually very quiet. Unfortunately builders’ lorries were passing up and
down the track at the side of the mooring creating clouds of dust and the barge
traffic had increased tremendously. We had noticed south of Helmond, at the
side of the new canal a large container terminal and barges carrying several
containers were constantly passing the mooring. The containers were stacked
high with just enough room to pass under the fixed bridges and some barges had
retracting wheelhouses so that they could get under the bridges. The skipper
relied on cameras on the bow to see approaching traffic. Late in the afternoon
“River Queen” whom we had met at Cumières and then again at Revin joined us
and proceeded to wash the boat, a
waste of effort in view of the lorries.

The weather gradually
improved on Thursday as we made a
slow and frustrating journey along
the canal. The bridges through
Tilburg, eight altogether worked very
well, from a central control but we
caught up with two barges at the
locks. They were very slow entering
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and leaving the locks and of course had priority but after Sluis 2 they went very
fast and we had the last stretch of the canal to Oosterhout to ourselves. Sluis no.
1 at Oosterhout is very large, deep and new. We left at 4.20 p.m. and hoped to
go straight round the corner into the Mark Sluis onto the Mark Canal but once in
the sluis we had then to wait for a very heavily laden barge. Happily the skipper
allowed us to leave the lock before him and so we were able to keep up a good
speed onto the river Mark where we tied up to the posts at km. 11.8.

The “posts” on the Mark between Terheiden and the Steenbergse Vliet are
a fairly recent facility. They comprise of two vertical posts and one horizontal
plank about 2 metres from the bank at suitable wide points of the river. The posts
are not quite far enough apart for our 10m. boat but careful placing of fenders
and tying of springs and all is safe. There is no indication that they cannot be
used overnight but we use our anchor light to warn passing barges that we are
there.

It was raining the following morning as Jimmy changed the gas bottle
wearing his pyjamas. This is a normal procedure, the gas invariably runs out
during the night and it is always raining the following morning. We switched on
the engine at 10.00 am. and the morning improved steadily. By 1.00 p.m. as we
tied to a grassy bank in the Vliet for lunch it was warm and sunny. At 5.00 p.m.
we were back in our box at de Heen. We had been away for almost 16 weeks
and had passed through 234 locks, 1 inclined plane and 5 tunnels. What an
achievement, what an adventure!

*****************************************************
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